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SUMMARY 
An investigation was made of clad-pellet contact conductance for reactor 
fuel elements. Standard plane geometry correlations were shown to be unreliable 
whereas suitable cylindrical geometry measurements both in- and out-of-pile 
were accounted for by theoretical and experimental analysis. Both the gas 
conduction and the metal-to-metal conduction components were studied using 
as parameters the elastic and plastic properties of the materials in contact, 
contact pressure, surface finish and nature of the fluid in the gap. 
Particular care was given to the case of Uranium Monocarbide and Sintered 
Aluminium Powder as pellet and clad. 
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1. _Sc or:i,, 
----~--··--
claddings. In sonv instancr,s it rnny b,-,corrw a con-
trolling d0sign paramPtPr. 
Study Rnd com11,C:r'i:--:or1 ,)f thr-:: pubblisl1r>d cor-
r'<! la t ions show.,:d r:rn un'-' ''. c-tain ty of at lPast on~ or-
dnr of magnitude, wh,,n facAd with thr, problr,m of ac-
tually s.s2, -s:'ing a VF,lu,:, to a thi,r:nal contact con-
ductanc~P. 
A thr,,P yi:.,ar r-"~:·&rch program wa.s thHr,-dorH 
carried out, involving on onp hnnd 2 study of pos-
siblP r~finPmPnts of th~ availablP th~ories and on 
t.hro othr-:r hand a dir..-:ct HXIPrinH-ntal study, in-
clusive of snparat~ detPrmination of surh paramc-
t:' rs as surfacr, hardnP ss, geometry, mechanical 
finish, fluid atmospher~. 
A final s~t of ~xp•rim 0 nts b?aring JirRctly 
on thr' problPm on hanJ, i."'. th,., thP.rm2l distri-
bution in a SAP-clad U8 0lem0nt was carri?d out under 
irradiation in thf, propPr gpomr,try to simulat<"" an 
actual r~actor fuel in operation. 
Tht? correlations obtain,~c1 in t.fo__. prr,s"nt stu-
c':y s.rr, though!-, to '-;n;:=i.bl,, th," ,::Jc·sign,:r to ast'•,n:, f.i 
con i-.a c t con,~ u.c U1nr'.1-: v;.·L 1 U'c within .! 3 OJ~ with a con-
f ich:nCE: 110:vel in P.XCPSS of 90fo. 
Manuscript received on August 16, 1966. 
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2. 1'h~or:, tioal 
==::=-- -=:::."·.=-=== 
2.1. G8neral 
In most nases, real contact between two surfaces is 
limitHd to a minor fraction of the total apparent contac·t 
Th2 rr--;sL=3tanG., to heat conduction will th~r8fore bP 
due to thH co~nbin,-'!d 13f f1~ct of the constriction of flux 
lines throu.6 h tlrn r8al contact points and to the distri-
bution of th2se contact points on the surfaces. 
An analytical solution of the Laplace problem r8-
lativ,~ to two s,~mi-infini te bodies connected through a 
circle of ~adiu8 a is known. ThA r~sistance is 1/2 ak. 
If thr?. semi-spac is arr_C; oonnec·t(=>.d by a nu.111ber of such 
cirr::!lHs, and if the rest of the bou...YJ.clary transfers heat 
by con,luction and radiation th~ough th~~ fluid, no closf~d-
f orm analytical solution exists. This constitutes one of 
the diffioul ties of ,~v,=1n thH simplest mode 1. Further, 
anot1wr rlifficu.lty c,)nc~.:,,rns t}k! ~stimate of the numb~r 
of actual contact spots p1-,r unit surfacp n and thP radii 
of such spots when the bodies ar,3 loaded in a gi v.::m man-
At any rat.~, a b,::.sis for any tht~oretical model in-
volves two .c:~ la i:;ions, d.eri v.-,d as follows. 
1'he actual pressure~ on the surface of a singlt~ con-
tact point is equal"°'.;:) thH contact hardnr:;ss, an ill-d.:':!-
finad prop2rty into which W8 shall go later (Appendix I), 
yielding the relation: 
n • i'f a 2 • H = P ( 1 ) 
I'he concluctanc~t-) wi 11 b'· thH sum of th<? parall,~l 
conductanc~s of thH fluid and the solid spots 
(2) 
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where the apparent 
of surfacH accomoJation effects and gAometry whHreas 
the factor, corc~cts thH solid conductance for the 
interaction of snv(~ral contRc t spots. 
Besides thl~ problt~m of corr2ctly estimating J, 
Hand l, which is oftHn an open question, rslations 
(1) and (2) constitute a set of two ~quations in three 
unknowns, u., n an:1 a. 
'I'h,~ choicH of a thit"tl r2lation whioh makes th,~ sy-
stem definAd constitutes thH difference between the 
theories proposed by different authors. 
- 10 -
Cetinkale and FishPnden ref. (2) give the fac-
tor\ of Eq. · (2) as 
---------·-· ------
2 tan- 1{~-,-1--...-
a~ ii n H -1} 
which is readily Vt"rifird to approach unity when the 
radius and thE: density of c:or1tact points is small. 
( 3) 
The third rPlation, experimentally determined in 
rRf. (2) can be rPOuced in this case to 
-8 
n = 3.5 X 10 
( A,+ ~2) 3 
Combining (1), (2), (3) and (4) we obtain the 
4/3 
+ 
(4) 
(5) 
Laming Ref (4) studies the case of surfaces en-
dowed with parallPl ridges, which havp therefore a con-
stant nuinber of contact spots and arrives to the fol-
lowing: 
whern 
1=--------~1~----
1/2 
1-1.41 
n = 
1 
p 
1i 
1 (6) 
(7) 
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However, he explains the discrepancies between his 
theory and measurements by allowing for a variable 
contact hardness empirically estimatE!d as: 
1. 8 X 104 
H = --------
( ~1 ~) 1 / 2 p 1 /2 
( 8) 
independent of the nature of thr~ solid involved (alumi-
num, brass, steel). Combining (1), (2), (6), (7) and 
( 8), Laming' s c:orrelatiori can be e:xpre:ssr:c3 as: 
K f U=T + _____ ._o_o8__;4_~-l:I ~_!_ ___ ~-
( :>.... "")..) 1/4 
1 2 
.0105 p3/4(~.1 ")..2) 
1 - ----
~-~---K-f /-u-& 
1/4 
Ross and Stoute ref. (6), following a model of Boescho-
ten and Van der Held ref. (7) and modif;'iing an Pmpirical 
corrf~lation by Ascoli and GermEgnoli ref. ( 8), assume a 
pressure-independent radius of contact points given by 
a= .5 a1/2 ( 10) 
whereas 1 is taken as unity, for moderate pressures. 
( 9) 
Combining (1), (2) and (10) and rounl9ing off constants 
u = 
K_., 
l. 
J + 
K p ( 11 ) 
Fenech and Rohsenow ref. ( 9) discount thP posf.'1bili ty 
of giving a general correlation between n and a. They 
suggr:st a graphical {:Fterminatio:n to be made on the rP-
corded surface profile to obtain n versus pressure. 
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lh.v v . .cc Lh ,ir ('.:siilts point out to a p· 7 depenc1f':nc 1~ of n. 
Th,,ir formula can br~ sirnpl-Lfied, in the> c&sc~ of surface 
u = + 
2. 13 K \Jn (P/H) 1/ 2 
( 1-P /H) ( 1-Kf/K) 4.26 VnS 
(P/H)1/2 
(12) 
+ 1 
It is to be noticed that thP. datum~ appears in (12) 
,,-,ven in th,..~ ,~as,~ Kf = O. In order to compare solid-solid 
conductancf~S estiinat;-,d by mr-!ans of thi-~ different formulas, 
w,::. shall use two asswnptions which will give an flstimate 
o·f S an n to usr, in ( 12). 
''11hP. "mrian distanc•'. b,..,tw-:Gn surfaces" will vary b~~t-
w0,t\n a valur-i of thr~ ordf,r of thP sum of thP amplitudes 
of thP surface rugositiRs for zero pressure, to a value 
\ 
zr~ro, wh~m th~, pr"'ssuc,-) wi 11 Aqual thf~ hardness. 
Al though a P 1/ 2 dep~0 ndt'~nce of i is likely to give 
a bett(~r description of the physical situation, for the 
purposR of comparing (12) to thA other expressions, WA 
shall assun1e a lin°·ari ty, within a limited range, of J 
vs. P. On th,3 other hand, the ampli tudA of surface rugo-
si ti,=o s is well approxirnatP.d by 4 times the arithmetic mean 
R. We shall use ther,_,f ore an ,~xpression 
S-;- 8 R(1- ~) (12a) 
As to n, assuming n= o(p· 7 and supposing that wh,:-m 
the pressur.-i is half thR hardness wt>. attain the maxi,-
mum numb,-1r of contact points, i.e. 1/>-..2 , it will be: 
1 
x 
- 13 -
and 
(12b) 
Inserting (12a) and (12b) into (12) we obtair the 
approximate expression: 
u = 
A.( 1- ~) 43. 4 ( 1,:-P/H) R 
A(P/H)0.15 
( 12c) 
Kragel' skii and Demkin ref. ( 1 O) studiE,d the ef-
fect of work hardening and surface waviness on the true 
contact area, but the exponent of pressure in their cor-
relations has an uncertainty of onP. order of magnitude. 
However, they attained the important conclusion that 
linearity between area of contact and load does not proof 
the existence of a fully plastic contact. 
Having briefly reviewed the main available corrP.la-
tions, let us now compare them by applying them to a con-
crete examplE. 
Assuming a SAP-UC contact with R1 = R2 = 5 microns, 
Kf~<:. K, A 1 = :>-.2 = 300 microns, K = .384 W/cmoc, 
H = 2,856 Kg/cm2 , figure 1 shows the contact com1uctarj-
ces to be expected by means of the different correlations. 
Plots obtained with our model, described in paragraph 
-2 2.3, span a range of D = 50 to 400 cm and N = 3 cm -
The estimates based on the different correlations 
span a full order of magnitude, lowering the confidence 
level to an unacceptable value to the desigrn~r. 
- 14 -
2.3. Suggested model 
Our out-of-pile sE:d, of measurE,men ts had originally 
the scope of SflEcting ant'l rifir1ing the existing corre-
lations. However, with equal surface finish and the sa-
me materjals, our experiments, reported further on, sho-
wed a large scatter of results, ranging anywhere from 
curve (1) to curve (2) of fig. 1. It was thereforR ap-
parent that more parameters tharJ those used so far ought 
to be introduced into a correlation to explain such an er-
ratic behaviour. 
The most obvious difference between two suppose-
dly "equal" contacts, as mentioni~d above, was the, exi-
stence of lumping zones with bigh contact point density, 
due to waviness of surfaces, a fact which was already 
pointed out in rAf. ( 10) whE,re tbe matter was howeVf:-Jr 
not quantitatively accountPd for. 
As shown in ref. (11), the densj.ty of contact spots 
on a single patch is well correlated by 
1) 
• 06 H ... <lf). 825 ( 13) n = 1!1 X 7 t 
Combinir:g (1), (2) and (13) we have 
u 2 ~ -::6 1 K p 1 = Rt (14) II 
8 .9125H.0875 1 
If, on the other hand the constriction resistances 
of the patches and of the a-spots is taken into account, 
the following is obtained, ref. (11) 
i 
I 
I . 
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frr K ( p ) 1/2 H1 
......... ..., __ ...,. ___ 
u = 
Rt tan- 1 [ ( H ) 1/2 _ 1] tan- 1 [ H1 ) 1/2_-, 1] (p II1 
+ 
V-06 (H1).9125(P) 1/2 112 1r R1 N ' 
The factor i in formula (14) is derived by compa-
ring (14) with (7~8) of ref. (11): 
-1 2 tan 
tr 
( 15) 
(16) 
We considered in this derivation, H1 as the macro-
scopic hardnPss of the patch. It is in fact an average pres-
sure on the patch, which for the case of a load on the 
patch lower than the yield strt,ngth of the softer mate-
rial, will be given by the Hertz law 
= • 662 F:2/3 ( p ND 2 -
Figure 2 shows a plot of the metal to metal con-
ductance in the case of SAP-Armco iron, R1=R2=5 }MD. A1= 
-- )\.2=300,.wm, K=.797 W/cm°C and E=2,856 kg/cm
2
• Our cur-
ves (5) and (6) are plotted with N=3 and D from 50 to 
400 cm. 
( 17) 
Fig. 1 and 2 make it obvious that for UtP case of a 
nominally "pls.ne" contact, no correlation can be expected 
to hold if the parameters D and N do not appear in thP. 
geometrical description of the surface. 
- 16 -
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FIG. 2 L 
ARMCO IRON -SAP CONDUCTANCE 
COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS 
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3. F.xperirnr-::ntal 
===-======-====-= 
The test assEmbly consisted i~ a press, a coil hea-
ter placed vertically on top of the test samples and a 
cooled S.S. plate. (see Fig. 3). 
The prsss was made by a lever loadpd with lPad 
bricks at different positions to increase the pressu-
rP: gre.dually. A strairi gauge head measurPd. the applir,;d 
loads. An Armco cylinder transmitted both pressure ana 
heat flux to the specimens. 
ThEi maximum tot2.l load on the test section was 
500 kg, thP minimum, 4 kg (weight of the measurement 
hPad and th~ Armco cylinder). 
A nichrorr1e heater rated 1 KW was coiled in a cy-
lindrical rHfractory brick and enclosed in a S.S. box to 
consti tutci the r1eatt,r. The power input to this heater was 
about 200 Watt in most runs. 
The cooling syetem consisted into two cylindrical 
boxes. ThP larger one was located under thP specimen 
support wberHEe E. smallEr cooled box prPvented the 
heating of the pressure gaug~-head. 
The cooling rat~ was regulated by varying the water 
flow Lhrot{@)1 the lower coolEr. 
Ten Chrome~ 1-AlumE 1 thermocouples were inSE')rted in 
holes ( O. 8 - 1 nilli cJia.) v:f to the centEr of the Armco 
and S.A.P. cylinders, (see fig.4). All thermocouples 
werR connected through a switch to a recorder and to 
a precisjon bridge. TemperaturAs drops across contactes 
werH derived by extrapolation of the temperature profiles. 
- 18 -
A 12.8 mm. dia S.A.P. sample was pressed between 
two Arm.00 cylinders and yielded, for each pressure, a 
high and a low temperature contact. 
Contacting surfaces were prepared by various me-
ans as dPscribed later and roughnesscs were measured 
with a surface analizer before each test. 
... 
~ PRESS 
LOAD GAUGE 
COOLED BOX 
HEAT_EB 
UPPER CONTACT I I , I I I I I ;.;? :;,et.uMt.N:;, 
WATER .... COOLED SUPPORT 
LOWER CONTACT --+--l----.-
TEST ASSEMBLY 
8<7~2?1 
Lt'>' 
C"') 
N 
Lt'>I 
~ 
N 
N 
COi 
r,.. 
N 
N 
""' 
PZ?2Z?Z???Z2Z2?1 
,-==-::.-:. 
• 2 
3 -==== 
I 4 • I~ UPPER CONTACT 
=====- 5 
• 6 
7 -=::: .... -_-_-:_, 
SAP SAMPLE 
8 • 
==-=-==- 9 
• 10 
1 11 c.---J~ LOWER CONTACT 
12 • 
=--==--=--=- 13 
ARMCO CYLINDER 
FIG. 4 
SPECIMEN ASSEMBLY AND THERMOCOUPLE POSITIONS 
f---4 
c.o 
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3.2. Surfac0 preparation 
12.8 mm dia, bars of S.A.P. ancl Armco iron wt=:rc! 
cut with different lengths and the sp~cimens were clam-
ped inside a large diameter (6 cm) S.S. cylinder before) 
polishing, to obtain as 1£rge a radius of curvature of 
the polished sample as possible. 
The required surface finish was obtained in two 
stages. The specimen surface was ground gradually using 
different abrasive papers in a turning machine and the sur-
face finish recorded was approximately Rt=1-2 ")llil at thri 
end of the first stage. 
The specimen was then transferred to an auton1atic 
polishing table using diamond past~. The surface finish 
recorded was Rt=0.1-0.5 JMll· 
Rugosities were then generated on the surface as 
parallel ridges, pyramids and stochastic scratches. 
Couples of samples with parallel ridges were as-
sembled with thf~ re spe cti ve ridges orthogonal to each 
other to determine by visual inspection thfJ number and 
the area of the contact points after the runs. Fig. 5 
shows two typical surfaces after a run. 
A number of runs were carried out with pyramidal 
asperities pressing on optically flat planes (see fig. 6) 
and pyramids against pyramids (fig. 7) Prophilograph 
records however showed that the pyramidal asperities 
had a very irregular vertex since the machining operation 
had generated small era ters on top of thr~ pyramids and 
the actual contact was made on the perimeters of such 
craters. For this reason the machirn~d surfaces we.re 
lightly polished before each run. 
A third series of samples were hand-roughened with 
different abrasive papers to obtain stochastic finishes 
which were shown by the surface analyzer to have values 
of Rt between 1 J"'ffi and 40 J'Zfl" 
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FIG. 5 PARALLEL RIDGE SURFACES 100 x 
150 X 
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FIG. 6 
PYRAMIDAL ASPERITY TEST PLANE 
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...5. 4,06 .--e 
400x 
2,4-2 /,mm 
.s = 4-. 0 6 /J'/7m 2 
., 
FIG. 7 DOUBLE PYRAMIDAL TEST .4QQx 
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The surface finish was characterized by means of 
& F~rster mod. 5815 surface analyzer endowed with a 
variable r~luctance exploring stylus, modulating a car-
rier frf-".quency, passing a wideband amplifier, a series 
of i~t~grating operational amplifiHrs and a recorder. 
Reff:ri:t1g to fig. 8, sE.:Vt:·ral m~?an rouglmesses we-
re determinRd, defined as follows: 
Rt = Average of (Max f (x) - Min f (x) ) 
Rg = (Roat-Mean)= 
square 
The stylus woulc explore a length of about 1 cm 
on tbf, sample. Curvatures with wavelf-:ngths longer than 
7 ITJIJ would fall out of thr, pass-band of thfo system. 
Typical values for Ra, and Rt of a series of sam-
ples arP reported hereafter and show that our rune span-
nr:c1 a rangr" of Rt from about 1 to 30 .J4'ffi· 
J~ 
X 200 
FIG. 8 
AMPLIFIED SURFACE PROFILE 
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SPECIMEN ROUGHNESS 
_, ___ 
TEST N° UPPER CONTAC~ 1 LOWER CONTACT 
ARMCO SAP 7 % SAP 7 % ARMCO 
----
lRa (p) R-t(p.) Ra(p) R-t (p) Ra(p) R /p) Ra(p) Rt(p) 
29 2.05 I 13 3.8 13 4.5 20 1. 95 14 
30 0.60 4.5 7 30 0.15 o. 56 0.56 3.2 
31 0.60 4.5 0.85 6.5 0.40 2.50 0.56 3.2 
32 5.42 24 6.42 25 1 5.5 5. 02 28 
33 6 24 1. 4 8.5 6.4 40 7. 15 30 
34 0.94 5.5 1.25 9.5 4.25 26 0.15 1. 5 
35 0.27 1. 8 0.22 11. 9 3.2 19 0.95 4.9 
36 2.6 15 1. 7 8 1.9 12 2.6 18 
" 37 3.5 18 4. 1 22 4 18 3.7 18 
38 0.75 4 1. 8 12.5 1.6 3.9 2.75 14.5 
39 1.5 7.5 0.45 4.5 2.3 13 1. 2 7.3 
40 2.7 17 0.53 4.9 2. 17 12.5 4.37 22 
41 1 • 1 6.3 2.2 17 2.87 16.75 3.55 24 
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3.4. F~rimental data 
In each run the load was increased stepwise from 
18 kg to 450 kg and temperature readings were taken 
at each step. 
Contact thermal conductance is: 
u = ( 18) 
where Q is the heat flux through the specimen. 
AT• is the extrapolated temperaturf~ discontinuity 
at thf; cont.act. Heat flux through the contact is: 
Q = ( 19) 
where K1, AT 1 and 1 1 arP. respE:ctively the thermal 
conductivity, the temperature drop and length of 
the Armco specimen. 
Substituting Eq (18) into Eq (19) we obtain the 
thermal contact conductance (Watt/cm2 oc) 
u = ( 20) 
We show hereafter in detail the data measured 
during a typical run (test n° 26). This specific test 
was onF, of the SE!rie s where a paralle 1-ridge surface 
was pressed against another parallel-ridge surface, at 
right e.ngle s. 
• 
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Upper contact LowE~r contact. 
Armco SAP 7% SAP 7% Armco 
--
wavE) length (microns) 806 1200 1195 800 
mean wicHh of the peaks II 146 120 119 
mean df"pth of the valleys" 450 600 600 
Thermocouple rc"':adings arE' plotted and extrapo-
lated in fig .. 9 to obtain thF. experimental ~ T•. 
Thermal conductance calculations for each va-
lue of the pressure are tabulatd below. 
200 
450 
14 
ARMCO IRON 
4 
• 
FIG. 9 
TYPICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
Tl-£RMXOUPLE 
/ / 
6 
N, 
2mm 
1---j 
10 
... 
r-;'' 
...3 
V, 
z 
Q 
5 
~ 
L,J 
~ § 
::,;: 
°' ~ 
>--
0,2 Kg 
20 
C 40 
0 60 
t:. 100 
• 150 
0 200 
71-+vJ 7 250 
+ p = 300 Kg 
ARMCO IRON 
12 13 14 
T'F:ST N~ ~§ C UPPF:R~CONTACT) 
F p 2 ARMCO l1T T T K ARMCO T .6T l1T '1T U 
( kg) ( kg/ err, ) (mV) ARt~CO ARMCO ARTc';CO (Watt/cm°C) SAP CONTACT CONTACT Am,:co (watt/ cni2 a c) 
upper lower (mV) (rnV) (°C) (rnV) (mV) X X 
1 ARMCO K ARMCO 
0.2 0.156 15.58 12.98 2.60 14.28 350 0.518 7. 50 5.48 12.80 1. 35 o. 105 
20 15.6 13.83 9.97 3.86 11.90 292 0.552 8.41 1.56 3.66 2.13 0.583 
40 31. 3 13.34 9.37 3.97 11.35 279 0.560 8.25 1. 12 2.63 2.22 0.845 
60 46.8 13.13 9.16 3.97 11. 14 274 0.563 8.25 0.91 2. 14 2.23 1. 04 
100 78 12.89 8.84 4. 05 10.86 267 0.567 8.21 0.63 1. 48 2.3 1. 55 
150 117 12.65 8.48 4.17 1 o. 56 260 0.571 8.08 0.40 0.94 2.38 2.53 
200 156 12. 5 0 8.34 4.16 10.42 257 0.573 8. 05 0.29 0.68 2.38 3.50 
250 195 12.33 8.21 4.12 10.27 253 0.575 8.02 0.19 0.446 2.36 5.30 
300 234 12.44 8.30 4.14 10.37 256 0.573 8.16 0.14 0.329 2.37 7.20 
t-:> 
co 
~~sm 1~0 26 ( L'"'~~R C'ON~AC~) 
- • , .l. , ) \...) y l.1.1. J .. . ./ .. 
----
0.2 o. 156 2.86 1. 95 c 1• 91 2.40 59 o. 705 6.72 3.86 9.22 0.64 0.0695 
20 15.6 5.52 3.39 2. 13 4.45 108 0.665 6.79 1.27 3.03 1. 42 0.468 
.1'"' 31.3 5.55 3.39 2. 16 4.47 1C9 C.664 6. :12 0.97 2.32 1. 43 C.617 . v 60 46.8 5.66 3.33 2.33 4.49 109 0.664 6.48 0.82 1. 96 1. 55 o. 792 
100 78 5.69 3. 1 O 2.59 4.39 107 0.666 6.30 0.61 1. 46 1. 72 1 • 1 8 
15 0 117 5.53 2.82 2.71 4.17 102 o. 670 6.06 0.53 1. 27 1. 82 1. 43 
200 1 :,6 5.56 2.74 2.82 4.15 101 0.671 5.97 0.41 (). 98 1. 89 1. 93 
2~,0 195 5.60 r-, r7 ... I") ea 4. 15 101 o. 671 5. 95 0.35 0.836 1 .. 94 2.32 C.• ! I '--. ) ..,· 
30c 234 5.67 ~!&f,9 2.98 4 .. 18 102 0.670 6. 02 C.55 r, n...., ,,.- 2 .. 00 2.40 \_,. (, j t-, 
-·----....,·"'--·· ... - - ~---------
--... -~--------- . ----·=----~-------- --· -.r----··--·-="""'--'"'··· .. --·.c:..---=-:·------~-----.,,..-
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Experimental concJuctances given by Eq. (20) 
are plotted in fig. 10 vs. applied pressures. Substitu-
ting in Fq. 9 the .harmoriic mean conductivities 0.875W/cm°C 
and 0.995W/cm°C and the measured wavelengths, the con-
tact conductances, for the upper and the lower contacts 
art:'3 given by 
u = 
2 P3/4 o.o 37 
1-0.00328 p3/ 4 
and u = 0.0254 p
3/ 4 
1-0.00328 p3/ 4 
2 
u (Watt/cm °C) beir!g the contact conductance of the 
solids. 
These correlations plotted in fig. 10 appear to 
yield results lower than the observed experimental con-
ductances. One must notice that the Laming correlations 
ar(~ based upon the assumption that the microhardnr~ss 
decreases ·linearly with the square root of the applied 
load, an assumption which was not confirmed by our ob-
servations, which, on the contrary, pointed out to a 
constant microhardness, at a given temperature. Infact, 
fig. 11 shows a hardness plot vs. applied load with 
no apparent variation. 
Ref. (4) does not actually carry out microinden-
tation t<:=ists, but deduces an "apparent" hardness from 
the observed values of metal-metal conductance. Being 
there no r~al evidence of such a variation, we also 
plotted in fig. 10 a conductance derived as in Ref. (4) 
but under the assumption of a constant microhardness: 
U upper = 0.1495 P 
1/ 2 
1-0.021 p 1/ 2 
and U lower= 0.16 p
1/ 2 
1-0.0198 p 1/ 2 
-· 
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which fit the experimental resulte no worse that the 
correlations based on the assumption of a V~).riable H. 
Test NO 26 is carried out in air and fluid con-
ductances are neglected because they are one order of 
magni tudE! lower than solid-solid conductances, since 
the fluid thickness is very large. All experimental 
contact conductances obtained with surfaces endowed 
with stochastic surface finish are shown in fig. 12 • 
0 . / §' 
-~ 
.~· 
~~· 8 8 
~· 
-~ /0 8 
THEORY OF REF. 4 _/.; / El 
MODIFIED WITH CONST~~ 0 0 UPPER CONTACT HA/~ 
~· 8 
/ 0 
LOWER CONTACT 
El 
THEORY OF REF. 4 
El 
FIG. 10 
RESULTS OF TYPICAL RUN 
0.1 L-----...,L_ __ -1...._-..L_...L---l.___JL......JL.-I-..L-----'----.L.---J..--..__.____.____.__,__, 
PRESSURE [ Kg/cm2 J 100 1000 
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4. Fluid conductance 
In any contact, besidE: the solid-solid contaci. con-
ductance, there is a parallel conductance due to the 
fluid enclosed between the contE.ct spots. We have so 
far accounted for such a conductance by: 
""'f = 
We shall herr1after discuss the most appropriate 
valut~s to be used for both Kf and 5 . 
If the distances involved ar(~ much largr~r than 
the mean free path of the fluid molecules, Kf will be 
the classical gas conductivity. If this is not so, one 
must take into account the accommodation effects of the 
fluid on the solid surfaces either by using formula (2) 
ref. (12) or by increasing th~ geometrical distances in-
volved by extrapolation widths, reported in appendix 
II ref. (12) : 
= 
5-21 
.b: ... .r 
i 
+ 
1 
T 1/2 ( 1/°', + 1/°'2 )M 1/2 
7.36 X 105 pf 
( 21) 
For fission gases at 1 stm pressure, such extrapo-
lation widths arf, of the ordc.,r of 0.5 )M'[l on each side of 
the gap, suggesting an additional widt:b of 1 )Mil) to br, 
added to the actual geometrical wall distancG. 
In the grPat majority of our tests and in practi-
cally all situations concernir1g a fuel pellet-shEath 
contact, the voids involved are much larger than the 
- 34 -
1 ,,urn abov,, rnf:ntioned so that it i fi rt asonablf! to lump 
the extrapolation width into an "effective fluid thick-
• II (" . • t 11 ' t • , ncss <> expE!rlmen ,a y ce erru1nea. 
By extrapolation to zero solid-oolid contact pres-
::mrf~, we obtaine c1 in about 30 runs, values for S , whi~:r~ 
we! 0orr ... 1ated agninet. L.R+• ThP- r\'-:SUlts, tabul~.ted her~,-
eftE:·r, wherr: B is the ratio 5 /Z:Rt arP to be found at 
the end of this paragraph. 
"T':hr- arithmetic mc~an B wa.s foun(~ to bf· 0.74 with 
a m~jan square clcvinti01'1 C.58. Iise:ur(a11e; &11 vrclw 0 s 
find~o 
B = 0.67 .:!: 0.5 with a confith:nci-- level of 90% 
It is thP.rf~forf-, rP.commended, for design pur-
poses, to use 
Kf 
u -
f - 2/3 LRt (22) 
whinL is in line with experimental evidence of ref. (4) 
and, although it may be affected of a large uni;ertaii-1-
ty, is infact often negligible whenever a moderatP solid-
solid contact is present. 
__ ,_ --·-~---- -----· ~ -- -=~_,,-- ------- -- -= -----------~-.... ·- ---.. _·---- ... ---T"~----' _____ .... - ,._.,... .. ,, -. ·-
TEST i:.R u & L\= \ (~.? 4-P., \ 2 .(. 1, ~ 
r;o (p 'i ( w/~'.n,2 cc) (p) 
' I 
~-~·-·---~------- --
·- -.,._ .... -~--- --- .,......,.,_ ---- = , __ ,_&. -- -
29 26 C.403 8.7 
( • 3.:, ,; 0.406 o. 164 
34 0.242 14.5 c. 1127 0.313 0.098 
34.5 ('; ~ n.il 1 1 • 5 0.334 0.406 0.164 . _, ....... 
30 "' 7~ j. t, 0.494 7.08 1.2fJ) 1.14C i.)CG 
11 0.620 5.65 c;.514 0.22f. 0.051 
31 i;: .... o. 248, . ' " 2.1180 1. 7 40 3.040 
·) . { I'+ • I 
49 0.279 12,5 0.256 0.484 0.234 
32 3 ~ ,1 ().1~t2 24.5 r, 7]' 0.005 .., .. \j. ) 
32.5 :).2~~; 15.R .-, 'E6 \._,. W;- \ ) 0.254 0.064 
33 70 ....... , 29.2 '.J. 4 18 0.322 0.104 ... '. (. 'j 
15 0 • .175 7 ~ 8 i • j ' ·~'. ,\ 92 0.248 0.062 
34 27.5 0.229 15.3 ~'.556 o.1e:4 0.034 
3.75 o. 586 6 ~. G 1 O o. 870 o. 760 
35 23 .. 9 0.427 8 .. 2 r, 3 • ~ \. J .. 'i _./ 0.397 0.158 
23 o. 305 11 • 5 o. 5 00 0.240 0.057 
36 30 o. 15 8 22~2 0. 7 ~-G 0 
40 0.242 14.5 0.363 0.377 0.142 
37 36 0.258 13. 5 0.375 o. 3'65 · 0.132 
16.5 o. 605 5.2 0.351 0.389 0.152 
38 18.4 0.325 1 o. e C. 5 87 0.153 0.023 
12 o .. 142 2L1.7 2. 06 0 1.32c 1. 7 40 
39 1C.3 0.274 12.8 1. 24 0 o. 500 o. 250 
21. 9 0.405 8.65 o. 3951 0.345 o. 119 
40 34.5 0.157 22.3 ().646 0.094 
23.3 0.340 1 C:. 3 C. 442 C.298 J. c,sg 
41 40.75 0.127 ,....,,_, ,"': C: : • (i o. 678 0.062 
19.242' 8.932, 
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The cylindrical contact typical of a fuel pellet-
clar"l ~=d.bF:1.tion is in :.:nany resp,:~cts a more reproducible 
and geometrically definabln system than the plane con-
tact discusssd in chapt~r 2.3. 
The main reason is that the ridging of the surfa-
ces into contact is not as important as in a plane con-
tact. As soon as a mour::,rate pressure between fuel and 
clad is pt"t:;snnt, tht! sl::mderness of the sht";ath tube is 
such to match the sheath and pell,2t surfaces in such a 
way as to avoid the "patching" effect, reducing th~~ si-
tuation to one where the microroughness will be the con-
trolling factor in determining the number of contact spots. 
This appearb~ to be true for "thin clads" i.e. 
mi:-,tal clads which do not ,~xced 1 mm thickness. This 
fact was verified by optir.al inspections of pellets che-
mically SW')ll·~d by oxidation (UC to uo2 ) in S .. A.P. tubes 
endowed with an o~iginal elliptical cross-section. 
The solid-solid conductance, in such a case will 
be given by (ref. 11): 
1 (23) 
using for Rt the larger of the two rugosities, which 
in the cas2s we observed is that of the centerless 
ground fuel p2llet. 
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In a series of measurements carried out on the in-
side of a S.A.P. tube, we found an average Rt= 2.4 )MU 
wh,-:r2as fuel pellets had typical Rt' s of 15 to 20 )Mll· 
In the case of UC-SAP with a 400°C clad temperature, 
Rt= 17 x 10-4cm H = 3,200 kg/cm2 , K = 0.34, 5 = 2/3 x 
x 20 x 10-4and the total conductance is 
u = 
.055 p-9125 
+ (24) 
tan-1 [56.5P-1/2- 1] 1J.3 X 10-4 
A natural -U UC pellet of density 13. 4 g/ cm3, expo-· 
sed to a thermal neutron flux~, will have a heat genera-
tion, discounting the effects of gamma heating: 
The center-to-surface temperature drop in the UC 
pellet, with K = 0.15 W/cm 0 c and a radius r
0
, will be 
J.44 X 10- 12~ r 2 
~TUC = ________ o 
4 X 0. 15 
= 
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T1w hot .!'.'Eid i::i l gap wi 11 be given by thP cold. assem-
bly cli:2rc:;nc,, '5,:::·c:reas::'d b;y the UC swelling and corr.,;cted 
for U1c diffc=orc;ntial '=oxpaneion of UC snd SAP, i.e. 
t:; 1 = 0-G.c +r (T - 28)o<..-r (T -~dTP - 20) o(_ 
0 0 C O C .) p 
'"' 1-' 0 O + i,, t' '· .~ "''j" i'!i I\. m 7ii . th a t 
·-'rl ,,nL ,au':'. [lOu, ' l - "'-)' .J.. lS ('; g p empe-c -U.('. 
cotuc,, ,1c,Jp, c:qw::cl to the heat flux dividRd by the con-
3 u c: t ;=.t n c ,::, , i • e • 
-------~------ = 
-2 II r X U,_ 
() 1, 
T." = T + AT 1 + ~ T = T + '-· UC 
1.72x1o- 12% r
0 12 2 ~~- + 5.73x10- % r 0 
ut 
Wtl'.' t1C•::? 
':'.10 compl::,t:?ly ,1-:tcrmine thF-, system, onR must exprf:~Ss 
,, ~s r fun,.~i:,ion of th,: p<',llet-clad opr-irating intt~rferen-
C' as in 8.1. anJ 8.2. (r~f. 11). 
Of ::.otu•s:=:, to hove an actual conte,ct, it must be 
C:'< 0 i'.1 ,,<1. 25. The pressure in thr:: cas,, of an inter-
n, 
-f:r nc,: - _v_ will b~? (ref. 11) 
r 
0 
p = 
1 
i 
C 
For the 
E = 5 X C 
E = 2.2 
~p = 
C 
0.4 
~ :s: p 0.3 
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- C 1/r 0 
2r~ + t 2 + 2r 0 t 
t(t + 2r) 
0 
case UC-SAP 
1 o5 kg/cm2 
X 106 II 
+ .J 
C 
(ref. 
(ref. 
(ref. 
11) 
13) 
15) 
(estimated) 
(26) 
Equation 26, using th~se values and assuming t<<r 
0 
will become: 
p = - 5 X 105 c•t ~ (27) 
Introducing (27) into (24), we obtain, with Kf 
for fission gas ,::i '-F1.,.l (5 X-) + 1 K ) isti1r1at ,iJ to 
r 
be 0.97 x 10-4 W/cm°C 
ut = 0.073 + 
3 [r- ~o 1 t ] 0. 9 1 2 5 8.7 X 10 ._ 
-------
with C' giv~n by (25) 
rtl-'-)-0.5 V I,, 
-
c. 
r 
0 
(28) 
For the 
formulas 
C' = C 
and 
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case I = 400 oc t = o. 1 
-
95 1014n/cm 2 = X s ., " <,v 
(25) and (28) become: 
1.5 s - 7.19 X 1 o-3 -
0.073 + 509 (-C 1 ) 0•9125 
tan-1 [ 0.38(-C•)-· 5 -1] 
cm ro = 1.5 cm 
3.87 X 10-3 
ut 
( 30) 
Combining (29) and (30) one can relate ut to C 
and sand also obtain the operating contact pressure 
from (27) i.e.: 
P = -2.22 x 104 x C' ( 31) 
such expressions being valid, of course, for C'< o, 
that is, for the cast~ of an actu.s.l contact between 
surfaces. 
This simplified theory does not account for the 
strain of the clad due to the fuel-clad interference. 
It leads to typical results as shown in fig. 13, which 
arc not conservative for design purposcis as far as the 
thermal resistance is concP-rned. The mechanical stress on 
the clad will infact yield a lower fuel-clad pressure 
and therefore a higher thc-}rmal resistence, in mos·t pra-
tical cases. 
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5.2. Comnl~te theory 
This model is closP.r to thP. actual physical situa-
tion than the former. We shall account for the strains 
of both fuel and clad du2 to thH effects of the con-
tact pre s surt~. 
We havr? thus 
l = Strain of fuel pellet= o( p p c 1- v) p 
r 
C = Strain of clad = o( ('T'-20) + ~ C C u ~ ( 1- -% ) 
C 
On the other hand, the fuel temperature drop is 
AT = 1.61 x 10- 11 p 
f6 Cod 
M 
The hot operating radial gap is 
r2 
0 
G' = C - sr + r (C - t.. ) 
0 0 C p 
whence, by substituti.on 
r p (1- ~) ~· = 0-sr +r [ "'-('T'-20) + 0 ,/ t ]; 0 0 C 
C 
1 • 6 1 X 1 o-11o<. yi C d r2 P r 0 0 0 
y ) + 2(1- M K Ep p p 
(32) 
- o(. ( T -20) p s 
( 1 
-
i>p)] (33) 
• 
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Intl,rfer,:mce fit and contact pressure will b::.: r:;-
latcd by a sirnplifiAd version of formula of formula 
(26) ,i.8. 
p = 
- c•/r 
0 
r i (,_£ + 
C 
(34) 
and, finally, fuel surface and clad temperature are rela-
ted by 
1 o-11 95 C d r T T + 3.215 X 0 0 (35) = s Mu 
Wht~rf:! u, the total conductance, is 
K f 
u =---
2/3 l:Rt 
+ 
.434 K 
Rt 
1 
(36) 
Substituting in ( 33) thc-~ values of C' and T from 
s 
(34) and (35) ani solving for P, one obtains the value 
of the fuel-clad contact pressurrl during operation: 
-C/r +s- ('T'-20)(°' -o<..)+J.215x1o- 11 
0 C p 
p5c a r o<.. [ 1 r J 0 0 p + 0 
M u 4K ( 1- Yp 
, ___ _,P,__ __ P= 
(37) 
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Equations (36) and (37) det~rmin~ complAt~ly both thE 
contact pressure and the conductance between fuel and 
clad, once th~ physical dimensions, physical propi-;rties 
thermal flux and enrichment are known. Of course the 
clad tAmperatur'3 'T' must also be specified. 
All properties r2lating to clads, fuels and filling 
fluids haV,'i b,~en left in symbolic form in (36) and (37) 
for eas,) of application to any system of materials, such 
as uo2, UC, U metal, clad with Al, Zircaloy, Stainless 
Steel, M:agnox, filled with He, fission gases etc. 
For the purpos(~ of illustrating the application of 
(36) and (37) to pratical situations close of interest 
to the fuel el,~ment designer, a number of computations 
have been carried out and plotted in fig. (14) to (23). 
A listing of the computation procedure, in FORTRAN 2 V 
3 is shown hereafter, as a help to the fuel element de-
sign~r. The equival~nce of symbols in our text and in the 
machine program is shown b(~low 
TEXT F2V3 TEXT F2V3 
C C r 
0 
R 
C C% Rt RT 0 
d DENS LR SRT 
E ~rt s s C UV 
E EP t TT p 
H DURC 'T' T 
K C,0AR u u 
K C%NDUC ex. ALFAC C C 
Kf C%NDG 0(.. ALFAP 
K C%NDP %p FI, F% p 
M PES% 
~c) XNU p p 
~p 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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CLAC-PELLET CONDUCTANCE 
Cl~ENSION S(3),P(8),F0(3) 
CATI COMUf\l RCAC INPUT TAPE 5,lC,SRT,RT,T,ALFAP,CC,XNU,EP 
10 FOR~AT (7E10.3) 
CATI CLAC REAC INPUT TAP[ 5,2C,ALFAC,EC,DLRC,CCNCC,TT 
20 FCR~AT (5El0.3) 
CAT I GAS 
REAC INPUT TAPE 5,30,CONOG 
30 FCR~AT (1E10.3) 
CATI FUEL REAC INPUT TAPE 5,40,R,DENS,PESC,CONDP 
40 FOR~AT {4E10.3) 
OUTPUT 
WRlTE OUTPUT TAPE 6,6 
6 FOR~AT (1~ ,12HDATI COMUNI) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,61 61 FOR~AT (1~ ,1X,8HS0~~A RT 1 4X,6HMAX RT,SCH TEMP CLAD CIL PELL lRICC POISS PEL YOUNG PEL> 
AR 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,10,SRT,RT,T,ALFAP,CO,XNU,EP 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,62 
62 FOR~AT ( lfO,lOHOATI CLAD) 
wRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,63 63 FOR~AT (1rC,50H OIL CLAD YOUNG OUR 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,20,ALFAC,EC,OURC,CCNCC,TT 
WRITE CUTFUT TAPE 6,64 
64 FCR~AT (1~0,8HCATI GAS) 
wRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,65,CONDG 65 FOR~AT (lr ,6HCONDG=,1Elu.3) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAP[ 6,66 
66 FOR~AT (lrJ,9HCATI FUEL) 
CONO 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,67 67 FOR~AT (4X,6HRAGGI0,4X,4HDENS,4X,8HPES0 MCL,4X,4HCOND) 
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,40,R,DtNS,PESO,CONOP 
FO(l)=l.E13 
CO 68 M=2,3 68 FO(~)=F0(~-1)+5.El3 
CO 69 MO=l,3 
FI=FO(MO) 
SPESS) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,100,FI 
100 FOR~AT(lH ,3HFI=,1E10.2) 
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,5 
5 FOR~AT {1~0,lH ,9X,9HPRESSIONE,11X,8HSWELLING,12X,8HCOLD GAP,13X,7 
1HCC~CUTT,15X,6HRES1ST///) 
CALCOLC CCNDUTTANZA ARMONICA 
COAR=2./(1./CONDP+1./CONCC) 
CATI CA CEFINIRE 
S(l)=C. 
71 co 50 J=2,3 
50 S{J)=S(J-1)+5.E-3 
P{l)=l. 
72 CO tu J=2t8 60 P ( J ) = P ( J- I ) * 2 • 
73 CO 70 L=l,8 
74 CC 70 N= 1 ,3 
C CALCOLO CCNDUTTANZA 
75 U=ATANF(S,RTF{CURC/P{L))-1.) 
76 U=4.34E-1•CCARJ(P{L)/DURC)**9•125E-1/(RT•U) 
77 U=U+l.S•CCNDG/SRT 
C CALCCLO CCLD GAP 78 C=(R+1.)•(1.-XNU)/EP+{R•{2.-0.5•XNU)/TT+XNU)/EC 
79 C=C•P(L)-S(N)+{T-2.E1)•{ALFAC-ALFAP) 85 CC=3.215E-11•FI•CO•CENS•R•ALFAP•{l./U+0.25•R/(CONOP•(1.-XNU)))/PES 
lC 
87 C=R•(CC ... C) 
88 RES=l./U WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,80,P(L),S(N),C,U,RES 
80 FOR~AT (1~ ,5E20.4///) 
70 CONTINUE 
69 CONTl~UE 
CALL EXIT ENC(l,J,C,0,0,U,U,0,0,J,U,O,C,u,O) 
10 
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Appendix IV gives thA valu.::is of the physical 
constants used in the sample computations and plot-
tr)d in Fig. ( 14) to (23). No account has bf~en taken 
of gamma heating in the fuel and of creep proper-
ties of the clad matE'!rial in such sample computations. 
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Fig. 14 to 23, plott1~d aceor,ling to th~, fornm-
las of chz~pt:'?r 5.2., Fr"· reliable only in the ran-
ge for which r~lation (34) holds, i.e. as long as 
the behaviour of the clad can b~ accountP.d for by 
th8 laws of elasticity. 
tact 
clad 
case 
clad 
It is apparsnt, how~vAr that quite often, a con-
pressure P induces a tangential stress in the 
PX£ in excess of the elastic limits. In this 
o!e must account for the plastic strain of the 
and modify eq. (37) accordingly. 
A plastic deformation of the clad will result 
in an increase of the inn~r bore radius and will pr9-
vent the contact pressurs from increasing bAyond cer-
tain limits. 
The transition from the "elastic" to the "pla-
stic" situation will be controlled by the creep pro-
r,crti,,s of th,~ clad material. We may however study 
the final thermal situation, which will correspond 
to a plastically deformed material. 
We shall illustrate the above with a concrete 
case, which will avoid the uncertainty of selecting 
on2 or th~ oth~r JAscription of th~ strain-stress 
curves in the plastic state, hardly amenable to ge-
neralizations. 
With a 7~ S.A.P. clad at a temperature of 450°0, 
it is shown in refo 11 that the total strain in the 
plastic region can be approximated by 
~ = 732 - 752 exp (- 1, 12ot) (38) 
Detracting from the total strain the contri-
bution t of the elastic strain, we obtain as a 
C 
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p,;rman~nt d,~f ormation, with V' = Pr /t 
0 
C, :;::: 
0 
1 
1, 120 
ln 752 
732 -
Pr 
0 
t E 
C 
( 39) 
The hot operating gap frrJ:n eq. ( 33) must tht!r8f ore 
bl~ inCl"<~asc~d by an amount r O X l:,
0
, yielding 
C' =C-sr +r [ ex.. ('T-20) + r 0 
0 0 C t 
p 
~ 
C 
~ '1T Pr 
- P E + o 
2( 1-~) ~ (1-~) + 1 p 1, 120 
Pr O ] 
E t 
C 
p 
ln 752 
which, in combination with (32), (35), (34) and (36) 
will describe the behaviour of the clad material in the 
plastic rang~-,. 
Figs. 24 and 25 show the effect of accounting for 
the plastic strain of thf~ clad: a small assembly cle-
arance or an intHrference fit between clad and pellet 
will eventually lead to a maximu..~ initial operating 
contact pressure of tha order of 50 kg/cm2 and will 
prevent the contact resistance from falling below va-
lues of 0.95 and 0.35 °C/W/cm2 , respectively, with 
fission gases and He in the gaps. 
Whereas the values of the tht:~rmal resistance in 
the plastic range are time-independent (left scale of 
figs. 24 and 25), the operating pressures (right scale) 
will of course decrease with time, since although the 
density and area of contact spots may remain the same, 
the operating pressure will b~ relt~av.-id by the creep 
of the clad mat~rial. 
• 
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A snri1~s of measurriments of contact conductance 
in cylindrical geometry were carried out on metal pel-
lP.ts ·100Sf?ly insnrted or shrink fi tt(c::d into metal clads. 
A number of metals werfj chosnn for thf: pellet and the 
clad, including Aluminium, S.A.P., Armco-iron and Invar, 
in order to operate with different expansion coefficients. 
Surface roughnt~SS(~S in th~ range Rt=5 to 100 p,m 
were us,d and axial h~a t gr~nera tio:n was obtairn:d by 
means of a W wire. Temperatures of the clad and of two 
different radial positions in the pellets were moni-
tored. 
Tests were made in vacuo, in air and in argon. 
Fig. 26 shows a typical test carried out with an 
SAP pellet 17.86 mm O.D. clad in Invar. Differential 
thermal expansions were estimated and compared to 
gaps deduced from t(~mperature discontinuity at the 
contact gap. 
The effect of Rt on conductance is clearly seen 
to affect the nominal gap by an amount 2/3 Rt' as pr~-
viously discussed. 
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5.5. In-pile experiments 
Two rigs w,?.r,~ i:rradia ted by the Physical Chemistry 
Branch of C.C.R. Ispra to measure the fuel-clad contact 
conductance. Each rig contained three test assemblies 
made of Uranium Carbide pellets sh(~athed in sintered a-
luminium powder (S.A.P.) with a Xenon atmosph?r,~. 
ThP- first ri.g was ,'.xposed to a flux of 4.5 x 1013 
n/cm2 sec. maximum (unperturbed) in channel N°9 of the 
Ispra 1 reactor. 
Nominal Cold radial clearances b2twAen fuel and 
sh,ia th w,,~r,~ O. 0023, O. 0046, O. 0104 cm in the first three 
assemblies and 0.0015 cm in the oth8rs. 
Operating ·t~mperatur2 distributions in the fuel and 
shBath systRm were measured during irradiation and indi-
catncl fuel t,~mpl"ratur~"s low,'}r than th~orr-jtically 2xpPcted. 
To r~pro~luce th-.-:: thHrmal flux pr-:::vai ling in an Or-
gel rt::!ac tor, the same:! ri.gs were irradiatf~d · once again in 
the C8ntral ehannel at a th2rmal flux of 1014. 
Daily readings of the UC central temperatur8 were 
plotted as a function of the irradiation time in Figs. 
27 and 28. 
UC Temperatur2s uropped some 50,100,150 °c in cans 
A,B,C of rig 1 during the first full power reactor pe-
rioQ (about two weeks). 
Heat transfer coefficient between shAath and coo-
ling hf?avy wa t,.,r was assum(~d to be constant and thd neu-
tron flux was therefore assumed to be well enough corre-
lated to the sheath-water temperature drop. 
The best fit ovsr sAveral reactor periods gave an 
,::?xpression for thP. thermal flux ( see appendix III) 
.. 
.. 
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Heat gr~neration, t,:!mperature distributions and 
fuel-clad temperatur8 drop were caleulated taking into 
account both the. fission heat and thi,~ gamma heating .. 
Gap conductances are given by (App. III) 
F u = ----
.6.T 1 
= 
15.5 p 
Tc-'T-45 .. 3 ~ 
Experimental data ar8 shown plotted in Fig. 29, 
29a and 30 as th,~.l'.'rnal resistance versus irradiation 
time. It is apparent that the thermal resistance un-
derwent a striking decrease~ throughout the irradiation .. 
With 0 .. 0023, 0.0046, 0.0104 cm nominal radial gaps 
in cans A,B,C, of rig N°1 and 0.0015 cm in all thr~e cans 
of rig. N02 and since UC arnJ SAP have thermal expansion 
coefficients of about 10 x 10-6/ 0 c ref .. (13) and 21.5 x 
x 10-6/oc ref. (14), the operating clear,ances ought to 
increase during irra,lia tion. 
'rhe reasons of the centre temperature decrease:? can 
bA explained by: 
- a) pcillet cracks leading to a diametral increase of 
the pellP.t, 
- b) variation of thermocouple e.m.f. during irradiation, 
- c) UC swelling due to fission gases, 
- d) chemical transformations in the pellet leading to 
a "ch~mical swelling", 
- e) crecjp or rupture of SS contain~r. 
- f) Shrinkage of the S.A.P .. bore. 
a) Pellet cracks were thought very likely, since exa-
mination of the unirradiated pellet stock showed 
radial cracks caused by r8laxation the intP.rnal ten-
sion generated during cooling after fusion combi-
ned with oxidation .. A typical picture is shown 
in Fig .. 31. 
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- b) E.m.f. variations caus2d by irradiation of Pt-10% 
RhPt thermocouples to an integra:t 0~d thermal dose:) 
of 6 x 1019 per cycle at approx. 600°C are 8s·tima-
ted to be n8gligible. 
- c) Swelling of the UC pellet due to fission gases was 
unlikely sincf-: thr::. operating tRmpera ture s and the 
burnups wrc)re too low to have any appreciable effect. 
Rough Ref. ( 19) estirnatP.d a volume increase=; frorn so-
lid fission products for UC of 1.0 to 1.6% per atom% 
burnup (1 atom% of U burnup is equivalent to 9400 
MWD/Ton u) and from Fig. 32 which is plott,~d f-or 
reference, he concluded that sw~lling is causRd by th8 
cumulation of solid fission products if temp2r&tur~e 
ar,~ lower than 800°0 and burnups smaller than 
25. OOO MWD/ Ton u· In our casr) the ti~mpf)ra tur1:! s were 
lower than 8oooc and burnups were 580 MWD/Ton 0 
for Rig N° 2 and 725 MWD/Ton U for Rig. N°1. From 
Fig. 32 thP. volume increase of UC pellet was c~sti-
mated to be of the order of 1 to 2% 0 • Therefore 
swell~ng due to fission products is negligibl~. 
- d) Presence of a different gas in the initial Xenon 
charge could have occured if som,? Helium infil tra-
ted into the(a:>P,sules through cr&t:~ks in th,.: welds. 
In this case the conductivity of the gas in the gap 
would gradually increase and the UC pell,2t t,:>mpera-
ture decrP-ase. The possibility of gas release~ from 
the SAP clad was rejected becausR temperatures were 
too low (150°-200°0). However, the possibility re-
mains of an oxidation of UC to uo2 dw,i to water or 
oxygen released from thP. MgO pellets. Intt::raction 
of UC and uo2 during irradiation may have l·~d to a 
formation of free U and liberation of CO with sub-
snqu:-;n t sw,~ lling. 
- 2) Creep of the SS capsules at a temperature of approx. 
50°0 could not occur. 
- f) Some shrinkage of the S.A.P. bore by stress relieving un-
der the combinr?d effect of the temperature and radia-
tion could occur. 
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5.6. Post-irradiation examination 
Th~ two irradiation rigs were dismantlert after a 
1- year decay .in the hot-cell of thP Ispra-1 r2actor with 
the help of th~ ho·t-coll operators. 
Scope of the examination was: 
1 - A check on t.h,~ pe 111~ t and the bore diametP.rs to e s ti-
ma te the amount. of swelling or c-c•eep, if any. 
2 - .n. crH-:ck on the flux by~ activation measurements. The 
out-~r appearance of the UC-SAP assc~mblies in their 
cans showed no obvious dc~formation or cracks in tht~ 
cans. It was impossible to locate thP. cobalt flux 
monitors. Therefore a sampling was made of 
- Two S.S. fillings for each can (S.S. contained 
.026% Co) which were 't counted (fig.33). 
- A few fragments of the UC pellets were thoroughly 
examined by Ifl. Bresesti of the Nucl2ar Chemistry 
service to Jetr-:;rmine burnups. 
The lattP.r examinations yit~lded beside the shape of 
the th2rmal neutron flux (Figs 34, 35 and 36) also the 
maximum actual value it attained in rig. no 1(5.29 x 1013) 
and n° 2(5.05 x 1013). 
It was shown that during the irradiations a conti-
nuous incr~ase of the fission heat generation was due 
to Pu formation (11~ and 71o contribution of Pu, respec-
tiv8ly, for rig no 1 and 2). 
Fig. 37, which shows the flux as estimat::;d from tem-
p~ratur8 indications checks with the above results, and 
shows a flux incr~ase 20 to 25% at the end of irradiation. 
The UC pell2ts W,":;re extracted from their S.A.P. clad 
by h~ating thi:-! ass(~mbly to 300-350°0. The differential thP.r-
mal ('xpansion of S.A.P. and UC allowed this extraction with 
no difficulty in most cases. A slight pr~ssure was Axer-
tr~d on the pellet by means of a vacuum-controllPd piston 
~xtractor. Tha irradiat2d pellet diameters were measured 
in th2 hot-cell itself by means of a microgage giving 
a precision of .! 1 )lffi• The S.A.P. bores w2re also m,3a-
surf!1l in a plain glove box. The results of these measu-
rements are: 
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HIG. 1 
Nominal (pr,..)-icradiation) m,-iasur-:~ments 
---- ---------·---·----------------------·------------
Can A 
Cc-in B 
Pell(C;t Max.Diam. 
n ° r::m. 
1 1.905508 
2 1.905635 
Min.Diam. ll~an Jiam. l\foan Bor,: Diametral 
cm. cm. Diam.cm. ClAarancP 
cm. 
1.904797 
1. 905 336 1. 909953 :).004622 
1.9054()6 
----------- - ·-- - --·- --- -----·----·- -------··---------
3 1.906016 1. 90512 7 
1 • 9 ')5 616 1.914842 o. 009206 
4 1.90616/3 1.9 1J5154 
-----·--- --- -- ·-- . -· .. -- -·- -· .~- . . . . .. -- .... -- .. - .. -- - -- ----- -- . ---
5 1.906524 
Csn ,.... 'J n.,)2'.)314 1. 906092 1.9269')7 
6 1.906168 "l.9')5813 
------ - -- -- -- --- - -- - --- - ---~·-- -·- - ----- - --·-----·---·-·---------
1 
Can A 
2 CRACK~ 
------- - --- - .- -- - ---·-- - -.-. ---·- -- ---- ---- ---- --·-- -- --·----~-----·--------- _____ . .__ .... 
3 1.9180 1. 9104 
Can B 1.9135~0.0017 1.9103 -0.0032 
4 1.9159 1. 9106 
--- . -------·- ---- --- .. --- ------~ -- ------~~ ---- -- ---------·-·----
5 1.9339 1. 9102 
Can C 1.9187s.!0.0036 1.92301:i 0.0~428 
6 1.9273 1.9186 
-------- ---·-~-·- ----·-··--- - . -- ·--- ---- ------·-·--··-·---- -·--- -·--·----
Sw~lling of UC was 
----- ---- ---- -·-- - --------------·-- ----------·-
DianK:trGl Swt°:lling I1,Iax. Irr-i=td. Burnup 
Swf':11 i.ng cm. o/o 'r"·mpr-'r& tur,-: oc MWD/-1- u vOn 
--·-----·-- ·-----
Can B o. 007~00 0017 0.415 650- 725 
Can C -------0. 0127+0~0036 ___ 0~668 ____ 800 --------725----·--·-
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RIG. 2 
Nominal (pre-irradiation) measur~ments 
----------- ----- -.- ----·---- - -- -- - ~ - ----------------
Fe lll~t Max.Diamo Min.Diam. !vlAan Diam. Mean Bor8 DiamPtral 
no cm. cm. cm. Diam. Clears.ncr~ 
cm. cm. 
--------------------·--·------------
7 1. 907667 1.906778 
Can A 1.906735 1. 909673 0.002946 
8 1. 906778 1. 905711 
------------- -------- --- .... ~ .... ------~----"---------~-- --~-------
9 1. 906270 1. 905609 
Can B 1.906251 1.909445 0.003200 
10 1.906727 1. 906397 
-----
11 1.905762 1.905508 
Can C 12 1. 905127 1. 904695 1.905478 1.908454 o. 003072 
13 1.906016 1. 905762 
----·--------------------·-----------------
Post-irradiation mc~asu.c.,;M·n t12 
----·-------------~------- --------------·--------
Can A CRACK-SD 
---------------------- ---------
9 1.9248 1.9123 
Can B 1.917565 1.90493 -0.01263 
10 1. 9302 1. 9143 
--------------------·---------
Can C IMPOSSIBL -S 'T10 ~XTRACT 
- ------ ---- -- -- -- --·---- -- ---- -------------------------
Swelling of UC was: 
------------~~-------------------------~.~---------------------~~-~-----
DiamPtral 
Sw,~lling 
cm 
Sw·--:lling 
o/ 
I 0 
Maxo Irrad. 
Temperaturr--: 
oc 
Burnup 
MWD/ton U 
------------- w -----------------
Can B + 0.0113-0.0040 0.58 580 580 
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A remakable swelling had taken place. It is v~ry 
likely that this swelling was duH to oxidation during 
heating for pellAt extraction. 
S.A.P. bores dicreasr~d by 45 .,um for can B, 38 .,um 
for can C of rig n°1 and 45 µm. of can B of rig 2. Ou-
ter diameter of thP clad showed decreases of the order 
of 5 )ml. It is howP-Vt")r be lievf~d that a permanP.nt 
strain of the S.A.P. could hav~ occurHd by strass-re-
lieving 0ven though temperature never exceeded 400°C. 
Analysis of the results of thA irradiations point 
out to a few discrepanci~s: 
1 - Contact conductance values WRre too high on the 
basis of the nominal cold gaps. 
2 - A sudden increase of conductance was seen when shif-
ting rig n°1 from channel nog to thP central channAl. 
3 - Contact conductance seemed to increase with time du-
ring irradiation. 
On the light of the post-irradiation examination, 
the Causr~s for the above discrepancies are thought to be: 
1 - Cold assembly gaps were smaller than specified. 
2 - The sudden increase of conductance was due to the 
pellet cracks and bore decrease by stress rHlax-
tion. 
3 - Increase of conductance during irradiation is due 
to enhanced fission heat generation because of Pu 
buildup. A more detailed analysis follows: 
Rig n° 2 
Gas conductance was 
2 Ugas = Kf/2/3Z.Rt = 0.1 w/cm x 0 c 
Inial value or uTot is abou; 0.4 W/cm20 c (see fig. 30) 
Therefore Unatal = 0.3 W/cm x oc 
Using formula 8.5 of ref. 11 with a constriction allevia-
tion factor 2/ii 
/ 
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U~rr = • 434 K 
.uetal R 
t 
2 
-II 
With ~SAP= 200 oc K = .276 W/cm°C Rt= 15 x ,o-4cm 
H= 4,700 kg/cm2 U = 2.29 X 10-2 p•9125 metal 
and th,~ contact pr""ssu:re must have been in thP neighbor-
hood of 1.4 Kg/cm2• This low value of thA contact pressu-
ro shows ~hat th~ hot gap was closed without an apprecia-
ble amount of interfHr~nce. 
Initial clearancH (see appendix III) was 
G =G 1-1.89x10-
5 
~+3.4x10- 4-3.02x10-4%+9.53x10-6T 
0 C 
and with ~=200 °c ~=5 T = 55 0 °C C 
Th,-, S.A.P. bor,.; must havH had a diam2t•;r givr-m by: 
1.90625 + .0006 cm= 1.90685 cm 
which ch 0 cks with thA post-irradiation dPtPrmination of 
t;h.-· S.A."P. bore; diam,"t~r (1.90493 cm). 
At thP. end of the irradiation, ut ·t was about 1W/cm2c 
,0 2 , 
0orr.,-;sponding to a contact pressU.t't~ of about 3.4 Kg/cm • 
IntHrference fit must have been about 0.12 µm and thc,-
r8forH G0 is again 1-\stimat:~d at 3 µIn. 
Rig n ° 1 
Gas conJuctancf-; is ctgs.in 0.1 W/c1n2°c. ConductancP 
d&ta Ht the beginning of i:r:radiation arH (s~e fig. 29 
and 29a) 
utotal u metal 
--~-
can A o. 172 0.07 
---
can B 0.149 o. 05 
c&n f"f 0.0625 \.I 
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Cans A and B had trr-,·r2forr:-' cont.act without L.•1terfer1~nce 
fit at operating conditions. 
Estimating G as bt~forc~, with T = 125 oc, p5 =2x10 13, 
0 
Tc= 390°c in can A and 490° in can C we obtain 
G
O 
can A = 11 )lill 
G
0 
can B = 20.5 p_-rn 
wh~reas for can C th2 appar~nt hot g~p was: 
K gas/Utotal = 17 .6 µm 
The portion of gap due 
roughness (jL.Rt) was 10 JJJn. 
ch,aranci~ was 7. 6 µm. 
With~= 125 oc, ~ = 2, 
G can C = 48 µm 
0 
to the Affect of surface 
Th~n, Th~ actual raaial hot 
T = 700 °c we estimat,,: 
C 
At the end of th,01 irrfadiation, th-:rmal data wt~r1-;: 
Can A 
Can B 
Can C 
utotal 
-
0.25 
0.20 
o. 105 
u metal 
0.15 
0.10 
which show thRt thA cold gap in cas A and B went 
pratically unchang8d wh2r~as th~ cold gap in can C is 
c1stimatt=)d to b .. ! 40 µm, with a decrl::ia.S(~ of abt. 8 )J.m. 
Wh2m us-Lng in. our formulas tht-, derived. abov'.!, ob-
scrv8J conductances during irr&di£ti0n ch2ck quitH wBll 
with those that WHre actually obs~rved. 
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Appendix I 
Measurement of S.A.P. hardnHss 
Harcln1c1ss is g::mcrally understood as thP. rHsistan-
ce of a body to plastic dRformation undt!.r a pressur? fap-
plied to a portion of its surfuc~. 
The 1k f or·11a ti on which ,letrirmitw s thP load bf~aring 
area ( sum of all small contact areas) , is hoW(;rVtH', 
elastic up to cP-rtain pr,issur:1 limits. Hardness will ther,:°--
for2 be bar~ly definable as thP av~rage pressure in a 
ball indPntation tHst. 
It would br~ incorrcoc ~ to assurni:°! a dnfini t•1 upp,-')r 
pressu.r~ limit for the elastic d0formation, b~yond 
which plastic yiRlding takes placA, becaus0 th2 cau-
S(: of :foformhtion is a non-isot.rop:c str-ess and not 
a hyd.r:)Sbatic pressurr-:. 
Th~ av~rage pressure for plastic flow to start 
will d~pAnd on thH initial shapA of thP contacting 
surf&ees of the two bodiRs. 
Mat~rials in contact will be deform~d both Hla-
stic~lly and plastically sincH thn local pressur~ will 
vary from point to point, g0nnrating Alastic defor-
mn,tions in som,J r:""gions and plastic clef o.rmation in 
oth,~rs. 
A rBlation has bean shown to 0xist betw~en hard-
nr,ss H o.n1.'l yi :;ld strtingth Y 
H = 3 Y to 4 Y 
Howevsr, this relation is valid when all thR con-
tact rr:gi on has yit" ld2r1 plastieally. Up to p = 1. 1 Y 
thA HArtz law can be asswnHa to hold c~1astic region) and for 
1.1 Y<:p,3 Y 
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some i.ntArpolated pr~;ssurP--dnformation law can bi~ 
usAd to pr8dict the deformed area (Ref.3). 
Vickers microhardnt~ss t,C;sts w,-)r,i uscsd in our 
investigation, usi~e ~ projection microacop~ test8r 
having a pyramid diamond. identHr. Identations were made 
with loads of 25, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 500 grams, 
at various ti~mp:~ratur~s bt,tw.:=;rm 21 and 330°c for S.A.P. 
(4% and 7~ A12o3). Vickers hardness was givHn by the 
expr;.;ssion 
H = 1,854 P d2 
P is the test wPight (grams) 
dis th~ diagonal length of the pyramidal 
identation (microns) 
and was plott-2d in fig. 38 and 39 as a function of 
th1':: tempera tur~ s. Bxperirnental rn""as-urnments arr-' ta-
bulated below. 
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S.A.?. 
---------"-----
T.~st W•:ights (gm) 25 50 100 200 300 500 
---·----·-··-----'--- ----
Temp,_::rr,., tur 0, 25°c 
Diagon.::il le ng ~11 : ()1) 24.6 35 .. 1 49.6 69.2 86.27 115.4 
Hard. r1:-! 2 s pt, I 2) ii, .teg1 cm 7080 7510 7550 7750 7470 6950 
-·· ·~ --···- -~-- .. - .--------------- ,..----~-·---
147°c d. 32. 17 44.7 61.42 86.44 106.35 137. 1 
H 4475 4635 4925 4970 4900 4940 
--------------------
191°c d 33.28 47.22 64.90 91.77 11 o. 75 144.57 
H 4170 4160 4400 4410 4540 4440 
--------- -- --·- ---- --- -- ------
203°c d 34.60 49.47 65.52 94.50 117.20 151.35 
H 3865 3785 4330 4140 3770 4050 
-----·------- - .---- -- ____ , _____ ---~---------
·--------
259°c d 35.60 51. 72 70.87 98.95 127.55 161.57 
H 3645 3470 3690 3795 3425 3550 
-·---------------------
321°c d 40.55 56.50 78000 108.35 135 .. 65 171.10 
H 2145 2900 3050 3155 3025 3160 
- - -------·- ----- .- ------ ----
Test v,r.: ights C5m) 
21°0 Temperatur(? 
Diagon,-;l lr~ngth 2 (p..) Harcl:rwss H(kg/cm) 
69°c d 
H 
1080C a 
200 
-
-
255°c 
H 
d 
H 
d 
H 
u 
H 
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S.A.P. 7 ~ 
25 50 100 200 300 500 
26.82 37.32 52.38 74.35 90.48 120.70 
6440 6650 6770 6710 6800 6360 
--·---------------
27.55 38.45 59.62 78.48 93.80 124. 5 0 
6100 6270 5210 6020 6330 5980 
29.85 39.08 55.85 79.52 96.15 134.50 
5200 6070 5940 5870 6020 5120 
29.72 
5240 
31. 92 
4540 
32 .. 92 
4270 
43.38 
4930 
41 .. 52 
t::J':) 
.,; Ii 
47 .. 00 
4200 
6190 
4840 
61.12 
4960 
65.60 
4310 
105. ()5 
4970 i::;,14·) ., \J ' 
88 .. 35 108.48 
4750 4740 
94.28 115. ,)2 
4170 4210 
137.40 
4910 
137 • .SO 
4880 
149.58 
4140 
---- ·-
330°c (] 35 .. 80 53.30 75.88 104.90 130.68 169 .. 48 
H 3610 3260 3220 3370 3260 3230 
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r , • .,.I nppen.:lX .L. 
A graphir~al method along th,~ lines suggest1~d by ref. 
( 9) was us,~(l ·to d1°;tt~rmin~ th2 probable numbPr of the con-
tact points. It consist8d in an analysis of recorded sur-
facE~ profihis supposing that a rough surface was pressf·d 
against a flat planP. 
f~pPrimPntal work was done with four SAP 7~ spe-
cimens A, B, C, D. Th8ir surfac,.:. s were rought,ned stocha-
stically and th2ir profilAs wer~ recorded with the sur-
fac,' analyzHr. Surface finish,·!S w:,r:~ as follows: 
A B C D 
·-----____ , __ 
----·-· --~~-,,.J« _____ 
Ra (µ) 1.2 0.8 1 • 1 0.4 1st measurf:m,~nt 
a ... ()l) 8 6.5 8 3 
I, 
Rn (p) 1 1. 3 0.9 0.35 2nd measurf:cment 
Rt (p) 10 7.5 6 2.8 
Ra (µ) 1. 4 1. 4 1. 2 0.45 3rd measurf·rrn,mt 
Rt (µ) 8.5 7.5 6.5 J. 1 
Our analysis Nas carcieJ out along 1 m. of profilA 
r2c(Jr1l, corrc:::=ponding to a r •. ~al lRngth of 0.5 cm along 
th2 sp2cimen surface. 
Th8 initi:=il position was (~stablisht~d by a "datum 
lirn~" whir~h join· d th,! two hight·, st points of thP- pro-
f i 1:::. The-' prcc ssuc," incr~,as1, was sirimla t? d by a paral,lP. l 
translation of the~ cJatuJn lin'"' towar,ls th.-, bottom of the 
prof il?. Thi"' nurnb,-)r:' of th,-' contact points wer,j count1°;d 
for ~ach position and thR width of the actual contacts 
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To a f icst approximation, tht1 square of this sum 
yit0l(L,,d a valu,<: foe• th,, c,,al conce.ct area, whieh, rnul-
tipli,,d by th,i h,;,t',ln'ss, would give the apparent pres-
sur .• 
In our cas8 th? hardnHss of SAP 7% determined expe-
rimentally was 2800 kg/cm2 at 420 °c. 
Th::- nun1b,-1x• of th~~ contact points per unit are;a are 
plott8d in fig. 40 versus pressure. The slope of the ex-
p,?rimental points is about 2/3 in lin'""' with ri:;sults from 
ref. (9) and ref. (11). 
Anoth,~r graphieal d9t(c:rrnination was .based on re;f. 
( 11) to (1t-!t1:r:ni1P th:-> numb2r of the contact points v·-o,r-
sus pressur2 forth~ case of two rough surfaces in con-
tact. 
1) A r~:cord.-jd surface profile made on a transparent pa-
per was approached to the record of the other surfa-
cn profile till first contact was attained. A mean 
"datwn linr- 11 was drawn through th,~ contacts. 
2) The arAas A1 and A2 of all Ampty spaces w2r2 mea-
surnd by a planimeter above and bP-low the datum 
line .. 
3) Tht, mean height of the empty space was calculated as 
A 1 
a 
and 
where a is th2 total rH0ord length. 
4) A paral 11::, 1 to thP "da tu:n li r1e" was drawn at a di-
stance 2/3 of the smaller T, on the side of thP 
datum lint:! pt-:rtainine to the largp,r of the two l . 
5)Along this lin~, th2 width of th~ voids was a~t~r-
minr,d and thr\ quanti tie~S 
void 
0(..1 = 
a 
ware calculated. 
ex.. = 2 a 
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The~ total volwnr· of the voide on thE-, 3-dimensional sur-
Vvoid = 2a x A - overlap 
Tht~ amount of overlapping is clrc,t(~rrnilwd from the pro-
file by 
overlap = o(x a 2 x \ 
wh2rt! the smallt~r r is chos,~n. 
Substituting 
Vvoid = aA ( 2-oC.) 
The mean height of the voids is calculatBd as 
1; = Vvoid = a2 
6) The relation $ = J( 1> 
Th2 distance f> from the 
given by 
s= 
"f 'i 
1-
Kf 
IC 
1 
T, .A2 ( 2- o<.1) nnd 2 = a 
base to thR contact point is 
wh,:re Kf and Ki ar2 fluid and solid tlwrmal con-
ductivity. Sine,~ thtc ratio Kf/Ki is small, ()ntc• can 
consider that 
"f' ~ s 
\ 1 1 2 
7) To fluid thermrl,l con.:uc tanc<-, -can b,. cElculat,~;,1 for 
e, = 0 by 
10000 
n [ po1nts/cm2 J 
/ 
10>-
I 
10 
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Kf 
J1 + oi (Watt/cm 2 oc) 
·-- ------ --- -----
Kf 51 $2 ) 1 -
&1+ 3"2 (x:- + x;--1 
wh:~!rc: K 1 and K2 ar0: the tht-:rmal eonducti vi ty of the 
two solids. 
(T) 
8) An incr~asr·, of contact pr.::ssurt:~ is simula t8c1 by ap-
proaching thcl profile records to each other. To in-
crease the, randomness of contacts at each approaching 
step, a relativ2 translation of the two profiles is 
opc~rated; parallel to the datum line. 
At r:-)ach position of the datum linP, the following 
weri~ de tr""rmi ru=:cJ 
a) Numbt~r of contact points N 
b) Width of contacts along thf) datum lin,' <Z'l) 
Thi~ nwnb.-':r of conl;act points p,~r unit was 
givcm by 
_N_2_x_,( h~izon t.0:.l amplification) 2 
a2 
Thc1 ratio e2 br:tWE-'(~n thr-: contact anc1 th,:, total arr~a was 
(2. 1) 2 
2 -
a 
The appliPd pr~s~urH was 
'D -
.L -
where His thA hardnRss of thP soft~r solid. 
ThA m~thod just described was appli~d to the pro-
files of tPst 32 (upp0r contact). 
The surfac~ finish was: 
Armco 
SAP 
Ra= 5.42 µrn 
R.a = 6. 42 µrn 
Rt = 24 µm 
r::l t, = 2 5 )J.IIl 
• 
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AssuJning 
Th~rmal non~uctivity of air 4 x ,o-4 Watt/cm°C at 
11 II 11 Armco 0.55 Wa tt/cm°C at 
" 
11 
" SAP 2 Watt/cm°C 8,t 
SAP hardn,, se 4600 Kg/crn2 at 200°C 
The thermal conductance of the fluid. calculat1,~d by 
Eq. (T) is h = 0.085 Watt/cm2 oc. The number of contact 
points pr3r unit ar2a and th? mean di:iamr,t,:r of tht-: points 
arB plotted vs. the applied pr~ssure in fig. 41. 
This graphical methou was applied to a UC-SAP sur-
facA as well using thH rRcord~J profile of a UC pellet 
and a fuel clad of th2 Metallurgy D2p 1 t. 
With 
Thermal conductivity of UC 
II l1 SAP 
= O. 2 W/cmoc 
= 2 W/crnoc 
200°c 
300°c 
200°c 
II II fluid(fission gasf,S 5 Xe+1 Kr) 
K = [ ( V5 + {5 + {1 1.94) + (--"1-
1
-{f + J§ X 3.17)14.18 = 
= 0.97 X 10-4 Watt/cmOC 
Eq. 
SAP HARDNESS= 2900 kg/cm2 at 400°c 
The th,--,rrnal conductancf~ of the fluid ealculated by 
(T) is h = 0.0745 W/cm2 oc. 
The~ nu:nbt)r of the~ contact points pr~r unit ar2a and 
the m0an diamet2r of the points are plotted vs. the ap-
plied pressure in fig. 42. 
From fig. 41 and 42 it app~ars that the numbt-!r of 
the contact points for unit ar2a incrGas,,s with a powr~r 
of th,} appli1~d pr~ssure close to 0.5. 
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hppt~ndix III 
Data on the in-pile experi1 ~nts 
The rig consitnd. of thr~c,~ asscimbli,"! s ( sc;o in Fig. 
43 thP rig sketch) 
- A stainless st,~el shield plug tub;--c and a cemP.nt shh:l-
ding. 
- The sr)cond. containm,-:,nt consists of a stainless s ti~el 
tube attach~~cl to the shield plug which carri,::s th2 
specirn8n can assemblies and a wat~r jackt-=:t. Two hea-
ter type leak detectors are put at thA bottom of the 
second contairunant to det~ct any inward wat~r l8ak 
from the water jacket. The water jacket is a water 
annulus farmed by th8 St";COnd containment and th,\ wa-
ter guide tube. 
Th2 water guidR alu.""!linium tube is attached to-the:: se-
concl containmr,mt and th.-; reacto.c heavy water enters 
the annulus at the bottom. 
The~ specimen can assr;mbly consists in three SS cap-
sules join~d end to Bnd by connecting posts and loca-
ted into th(~ second containment. 
As shown in Fig. 44 to obtain a total fuel length 
of 3.81 cm, each can contains two UC pellets(1.906 
cm nominal diameter) fi ttr-id into a SAP hollow cylin-
der walls 1. 916 cm of inn,-!r and. 4. 93 cm outer nomi-
nal diam8ter contained into a 0.088 cm thick SS can. 
The fuel was arc-fused natural uranium carbide with 
a carbon content 5fo!o.1 weight. 
Fuel pellr~ts W<or::., produc1~d by centrelt"!SS grinding 
and care was taken to check that they conform as near-
ly as possible to a perfectly circular cross-section. 
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The fini~hed diameter of each pellet was ad-
justed to satisfy the fuel-sheath clearances requi-
rcJd. 
Pellets of 98% MgO are located between each 
end cap of UC pellet to prevent heat lossns. 
The SS capsule is evacuated and filled with 
XP-non gas at atmosph~ric pressure. 
Five thermocouples arP. located in each capsule 
to determin8 th2 radial heat flow through the spe-
cimen can. 
The centre Pt - 10% Rh - Pt and four chromel-
alurnel thermocouples which are located in two pairs 
of holE'"S at different radii, measure respectively 
the UC and SAP temperature. 
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Rig. 1 
The experiment was irradiated in fuel channel 
N° 9 during a giVi~n reactor cycle ( 2weeks) and operated 
throughout thH period without inci<hint. 
'Expected values from pri-::Vious calculations of the 
facility showed that under normal operating conditions 
the UC temperature would attain 1000°C and the SAP, 
4000c approximativ(~ly. Infact, the temperature values 
were about 600°C in the UC and 150°C in the SAP width 
a maximum unperturb~d thermal neutron flux of 4.5 x 1013 
2 n/cm sric. 
The low UC temperatures did not permit an expansion 
of the UC pellets sufficient to obtain a contact between 
UC and SAP. For this reason the rig was later r8-irradia-
ted in the central channel to d.oublP the thermal nPu-
tron flux. 
During a sAcond reactor cycle higher center tem-
peratures were achieved, but some thermocouples were 
apparently damaged when th~ assc~mbly was mov,-Jd. 
Infact, thr:-i only difficulty encounter<-~d was that 
the central tht-'lrmocouple of th:~ can A and C b2came er-
ratic after 340 hours. The can A thermocoupl1.?. was rr.:con-
neoted by pulling a vacuum in the outer containt~r but 
for a short time only. 
During a third and fourth reactor cycle the ex-
pcrim~nt yielded temperatur~s for a capsule only. 
The total irr~diation time was 1012 hours with 
a th::>.rmal neutron flux of 6. 9 x 10 13 n/cm2 s,!c. 
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Rig. 2 
Thf~ c,xperirr1t~nt q,,c,rated durir1g two rf,actor 
cyclE:s. Total irradi2tior1 time was 816 hours 
wi tb a thE:rmal neutron fli;x of 6.9 x 1013 n/cm2sE:C. 
Tl'H=o radial r,H .• t flow calculati Ol'l method uti li-
zed the tempsraturP difference in the gap and th~ 
hE:a t thsrmal flux on thE: pellet surface to deter-
minr the gap cohdurtancH. 
Tllc hr:-:at gcncratiolj in UC was known from the 
values of thf! thfirrr1al nf'Utron flux anc1 the gammEt h, c-
The th.--~rmal nc 0 ut.ron flux }15.s been (-··stimatH1 
und(r tbr: assumption that thE: hc&t trEYJt":ff;r cocffi-
cif':nt be~twt=,n SAP shf&th unc1 the cooling hravy w&-
tcr is constc::r,t,. 
The differences bctwt'!Cr1 the IDt'!an SAP tempera-
tur, ar,r'J thE; inlet heavy ws:l.J:r ttmpera turf: during 
thR rai~ing and falling steps of reactor power arF 
1,lotted in Fig. 45 es a funct.ion of trw thE!rmal 
pCWtor • 
.Ast:Um.ing 2 meximum unpt- 0 rturbcd thermal flux at 
th:,· ccntt=,r u:[' tl,s:. rcsctor of 10 x 10 13 n/cm2 sec, its 
variatio:n lnw hr,2 lwcr1 obtain1~d by fi ttil1g the cxperi-
m1"nta.l poi:nts with a v·trul1olic f,xpression of flux VE!r-
sus tempcratur~ CifferenoP: 
(3, = fY +O. 04 Tr - O. 04 Tw(mV) is t"'.mperature 
drop A+B+C+D 
4 
. 'l t. , . ar1G1~E 1c meun r0ao1ngs for each can of the 
SAP thErmocouples mV. 
... 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
A 
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The garrunfa h'-12-tin5 Vf:!.lue us,!cl. in l:J1 .. ~ calculr: 
tions has b,~1;n detPrmin2.cl ,?xpeo,rimi:ntally by means 
of the leak det2ctor thermocouple r2adings. Howe-
ver th,; l,=:ak d-? t,:c tor Dosi tion was about 20 cm b,,-,. 
low the last capsul,~ in the-' rig. The gamma ht-•ating 
in thH assr~mblit" s was , s tirnn L ~,1 to bP about 10 pF:r-
cc~nt higher. 
"eh,-, mt:?.thod was Ll'H fallowing: 
The electrical supply of the leak detector was 
switched off and the tempsrature increas~ due to the 
gamma heating b.,lont'i was measur2d as diff erencr1 bet-
wcun th,-i lf~ak detector and tlv heavy wat,~r ternpf:;rF.d,Ut'c!S. 
The temp~rature ri::Fi .6'rr is plott,-ld. in Fig. 46 
versus lRak detector electrical power. 
In r8actor chann81 N° 9 with a perturbed neu-
tron flux of 3.66 x 10 13n/cm2sc~c. the gamme heating 
was 0.52 Watt/gr am1 in thi-' central channr~l with a 
p2rturbed neutron flux of 8.2 x 1013n/crn2sc~c, the 
gamma h":a ting was twice as much. 
Gamma h,,,a ting in all ma teriFi.ls is assu.rnHd to 
vary linP-arly with flux. 
In reactor channel N° 9 with a perturbed neu-
tron flux 3.66 x 1013n/cm2 s,,c, gamma heating is found 
from Fig. 46 to bt-: "l{ = 0.5 Watt/gr - Gamma heating rat(-; 
as a function of n8utron flux is: 
'lf= 0.5 
3.66 
~ = 0.1367 % 
ATi 
mv 
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'T'empPraturc dif'fc:;rc-,nce betwf,(-:n eurfacf:, and C'E-:ntrc-, 
of tlk UC pe 11 t=, t 
A'i!! not~ a prE:viously, the UC centrf: t.emperaturt' 
was meaeur1'C: with a Pt - 10% Rh - I\ thr rmocouplr: 
for rach capsule. 
Tbc, tempr,rature differr:nce bE-,twetcn UC surface 
and CE=:ntrc is givrn by 
Pr~ 
AT = 
0 
Heat generation rat~, ss a function of the neu-
tron flux l. ~. ·~ . 
0 X 2.7 X 238 X s 
0 S = 36.23 % Watt/cm3 
0 250 
AT = 
0 
+ Pot'( x 
Taking K = 0.2 Watt/cm°C Ref.(13) 
0 
and r = 0.953 cm 0 
36.23 X (0.953) 2 ~ = 41 % OC 
4 X 0.2 
UC surfac0 temperatur~ is: 
T
0 
= rri - ll T = T - 41 f6 oc 
~C O C 
Temperatur~ drops across SAP 
As notE-d prtcviously, thr! SAP temperature is mea-
sured with two 1iairs of Chromel/Alumel thF.rmocouples 
at different radii. Temp~rature drop across SAP is 
given by: 
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,.... 
Q = 36.23 % s 1s,..u r.::: Wat"L/cn1 .::: 0 
factor accoun·ting forth~ axial heat loss. 
a factor r.c:c:ounting for thE'; ratio of thr· 
UC length to the SAP length. 
Tc.king K2 -= 1.45 Watt/cm°C Ref. (16) and substi-
tuting: 
2iif = [36.23 X 0.9 X 1.:..2_ xii X 0.953 2 + 
1. 75 
+ jj ( f 2 - r~ ) X 2. 8 X 0. 1367 ] _0 
-
- g 6 d r2 0.1239% 
- .7, p ln --- - 2 -r1 
= 8.6 f5 °c 
SAP innP.r surface terr.pera turF! 
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SAP outer·surface temperature 
Tem_prr2,turtC: L~rors acros:c-" the UC/SAP intt-!rface is: 
= (~ - 41 t) - (T + 4.3 %) = 
C 
= T C T - 45. 3 % 
In our case !lT 1 ~ 0. This condition muet be always 
v,::,rifir:a. 
The heat flux at the UC outer surface: 
36.23 J'.' X ll r 2 0 
F = 
rf. ~I I 2 
= 17.23? V,att;cm 
-2 II r 0 
Multiplying bys= 0.9 (axial conduction) 
F = 15.5 p; 
Gap conductance 
It is given by the ratio of the gap heat flux 
and the tcmperaturt-o c'lrops across the gap. 
F 
= 
15.5p; 
Tc-"T-45.30 
2 Watt/cm °C 
.. 
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and contraction 
In the case of a sheathed fuel, thermal cycling 
produces internal stresses which can cause cracking 
if the linear hRat rating is not limited to a value 
below which cracking occurs. 
The calculation of th0 op8rating gaps at each 
temperature is made by estimating the thermal ex-
pansion of the sheath and fuel material and by assu-
ming that the fuel remains centert~d within the metal 
sheathing. 
The hot gaps are: 
G1 = G0 + thermal fxpansion of BAP - thermal 
expansior1 of UC. 
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UC p8ll2t cfjforn1atior. 
--------~-----· ---·- .. - -
In a solici cylinder, radial ana tbngPntial strRss 
&rf given by tht expression Ref. (21) 
~ oe. r 1 iR T r (l r - ~fr T r (] r) = -- (~ rad 1-v R o r o 
~ c(, l ,r 1/r I. (-T+ ~ T (1 fT' r a = - r r +~ tang 1-v '-R o r o 
whr,rc Rand r is t.:bc cylinder ancJ gFncricb.l rG<'iiui:: re-
ope cti V(.' ly 
'_r is t:bE: c-Jif f c::rence bctwcE n a loc&l and thf; 
surf&c( tcm11(- ra turf 
Fis Young's modulus 
~ is Foisson's ratio 
()(.is thErm2.l E-xpansion coFfficif:nt. 
Tempsrotur8 Ciff2r8nCP bFtween centre and surface 
or at a gsn~ricsl position is r~spectiv~ly: 
(: T = 0 
sulwti tuting 
4K 
or T 
C 
p 
4 K 
- t = rr
2 
4K 
where P = heat generation rate 
K = thermal conductivity 
By substitution 
r) 
'i' =~ l-2-tang 1-~ 4 K 2 2 1 /R (R -r) + ~ p 4 K 2 2 (R -r )rdr + R o 
I ' 
1 
+ ~ 
r 
Integratir1g 
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At the surfac~s for R = r 
2 ~ = POC.ER 
t£ng 8K(1-))) 
The clongatior1 to the, str•!SS di~tribution 
C= (i( 1-~2 ) = Po<.R2 ( 1+ v) = olAT( 1+ Y) 
E 8K 2 
In the case of UC pellP-t ths total elongation 
is the sum of thE thermal and thP. strf,ss elongation 
t k . ,-J -- 1 o-5 oc-1 e. ing ._,. 
0 
( 1+ ~) 
and y = 0.3 
Substituting a temperature values as a function 
of thf~rmal neutron flux l\ T = 41 f6 and T =T -41 Jt 
0 0 C 
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Stninl~es stErl containPr deformation 
Thcrm2, l l' xpbni~j cn1 of i,bc SAP cylirH.>-r pressing 
&£8i:nsi, tb, co1ttniner giVt'S a strf!Sf! Ref. (21) 
J1hE .J_ • dur to this e tr(' sf: iQ• s t,rEnn ~- . 
t3 ~ 
p r3 
= r = 
·3 1i' s 
"3 
Th(~ totsl strair1 is th· surri of the thE-,rmal 
and the str~ss 2xpansion: 
Sheath cylinder d0formation 
Stress8S in & thi~k cylinder prcssrd by an ex-
ternc.1.l 11ressurr: arc giVE:.'r.t by the cxprE-,ssion RCcf. (21) 
~ b2(a2 + r2) 
tang = p 2 (b2-a2) r 
(comprP-ssion) 
,., 2 a2) ~ rad ,-, bc::(r + = .t-' 
2(b2 2) r -n 
(comprPssion) 
i long = 0 
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where b, Et, r arp outf':r, i:nnc,r an('i gr·nr-,ri.c:a.l ra-
d i u:=,, rrspl-ctivf~ly. 
St.rt::ss cJUt' to tht,. t}wrr,jc:l grsdi<':nt ll Tin th(-' 
samt: cylirnhr &ri: givE:_:n by the cxprrission Ri?f. (21) 
~ o<.. r.1T ( 1- 2u
2 
ln !?. ) tsng.ou~. = 
2(1-Y)lnb 
,... 2 a be: 
-
r, 
L< 2 
(traction) 
( c omprt-: s si 011) 
,., 
~ o<.. F6rr' ( 1- 2b,:'. ln b ) = I"\ 
" 
tang.inn. b.::'. L r·, 2(1-v)1n~ 
c.,. 
- c~ 
Q. 
' = long ~ tang 
Coffiposition of strains due to the external prPssur~ 
and the thermal gradient arP givrn by 
Thr! total Elongation of the cyli:n(:,::,r outer and 
inrnr radii is tht=\ surn of tlt:: thcrmsl &nd thr: com-
posed expansions: 
e_ _ =o<.(T -20)+ ~To<. ( 1-
tot.out~r. out b 
a2+b2 
2 2 b -a 
21n -a 
yn 
+ __:;_ 
E 
2 2a b 
2 ~ ln a)-
b - a 
p 
- r 
Frnn: UH ratio 
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b 2 2 - 8. 
1 + e,tot. SS SAJ? rn 11 ill::-; 
SS rru:ius 
= ---
1 + bt 4 t 0 u. OU • SAP 
Sub:-:: "Li "lui.i:ng 
= 
P r3 
1 +°'3 (T 3-20) +-
--------~~-----------------
Solving for thA contact pressure 
Substi tut:i :ng T2 , .1 T 2 , T 3 as a function of rH!utron flux 
r = 0.466 T + 7.46 ,0 + 30.7 
Combining and solving 
The radial hot gap is given by 
G 1=G +r ( E.1- E, )=G +1. 89x 1 o-
5
'T-3. 4x1 o-4 +3. 02x1 o-4,0-9; 53x 1 o-6T 
0 0 0 0 C 
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UC SW(0 lling 
Permarn:::nt swr~ lling mi-,asur.f-cmi~nts w, r,-' not pos-
sible till thA capsul,,s w~0 r1~ dismant.11-)11. SWi"lling 
of the UC pellets was th8n estimatHd as a function 
of th-' gap trlf-!rmal rHsistanc,~, th,-\ gas Uwrmal con-
ductivity and the thermal 8Xpansions. 
The hot clearancA can be calculated by th~ 
nxpr~:::ision. 
where 
R = gap thi°'rmal r,_;sistancf--~ cm2 oc/Watt 
K3= gas thHrrnfl-1 conJuctivity Watt/cm
0 c. 
Assuming that the fu~il r~mains cwnt~~reu within 
thA m8tal sh~athing, the hot clAarRnce cKn be cal-
culated by the differencl~ br~twt,en th~ r,:.siclual cli~a-
rancu due to th,,,rmal .~xpansion 2nd th2 fuel swelling. 
The expr2ssion 
hot cl2arance = G1 - .1r0 
G1 is due to the thermal expansion 
A r
0 
is the fuel radial swelling. 
and th~ fractional ~adial swelling is given by 
= 
r 
0 
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Gas therm&l conductivity 
Since thP.capsules were filled with Xenon 
gas r"' t, r,tmospheric pressurH, the thermal conduc-
tivity of XEnon is calculated as a function of th0. 
operating temperatures from 
KJ = 5.35 X 10-7 (t + 273)· 824 Ref.(17) 
• 
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Experimental data analysis 
Thr-, r, labor& tion of the experimental data was made with 
a 7090 IBM computP.r code using equations of appsndix III. 
Symbols USt~d ar,0 nxplain,-,d hr,reafttc.:r. 
Input data w,c::re 
TT 
GAP 
TAME 
TUC 
TAQ 
TEMP 
M 
N 
VT(N,M) 
T(N,M) 
DELT ( N ,M) 
FI(N,M) 
GAMMA(N,M) 
TUCS( N ,M) 
TS(N,M) 
POT ( N ,.M) 
COND(N,M) 
A(N,M) 
GAC(N,M) 
TX 
XKX 
SW(N,M) 
= SAP thPrmocouple readings 
= nominal gap values 
= room temperatur~s 
= UC thr:-,rmoc oupl,~ r~.;adings 
= inlet heavy water temperature 
= irradiation time valu8s as r~ferrHd to a 
maximum flux of 6.9x1o 13n/cm2sec.(hours) 
= T2st readings number 
= specimen can number 
mV 
cm 
oc 
oc 
oc 
= SAP arithmPtic mean tr-':mperature mV 
= SAP true mean t~mperature oc 
= Temperatur~ drop sheath-hHavy water mV 
= thermal 1wutron flux 
= Gamma ht,ating as a function of the ne-
utron flux 
= UC pellet surface temperature as a 
function of thP neutron flux 
= SAP sheath inner surface temperature as 
a function of thP. nt':Utron flux 
= 
= 
= 
Gap heat flux as a function of neutron 
thermal gap conductanc<-; 
thermal gap resistance 
= hot gap due to the th~,rmal l?Xpansion 
and the thermal stress 
= arithmt?tic mt,an tempr-:rature between 
UC and SAP inner surface 
= Xenon gas thermal conductivity as a 
flux 
2 Watt/cm oc 
cm20c/watt 
cm 
function of the operating temperatures Watt/cmoc 
= UC pellet radial percent swelling 
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~h~ out~ut a~ta includRd 
- Uk r.:n~l 1vutron flux 
- th,,rm."',l gF"-1) con<"1uc \,Gr1L:,-. 
- hol; gr-'<p du,! to Lh:,~rm,:l expansions 
- UC p: 111'. t C 0 ntr,-. t, mp :ratu.r, 
- SAJ? L~h::ath ,:1.ri. t'r~n1:tic m,~an t,,,:mp,~ratur;" 
- th:·:rm':-,1 gn.p r-,ei:3binC,' 
2 
n/cm sc"cc. 
Wut t;/cm2 
Watt/cm20c 
cm 
0,,., 
V 
oc 
cm20 c/watt 
- UC pf: 11,,t ra .1ial p '· ccent sw,.: lline 
- i.rr~11Jiation timi,e hours 
RPsults ar1: print,,1] as foll:)WS 
In Uk ficsL lin.--: = T,·,st numh r ancl corr,~spon-
ding irradiation tim~. 
In th,'. fallowing t.hrf f; 
lin::s 
In thd las I; thr -;,! liiws 
= Output data for c~n A, Band 
C r ,~ s p: , c t iv._,, ly • 
= Input -:xp<-~ri-m,,ntal aa ta in 
The sam(:; co1t' was u.s:i,1 to r;laborat1-! th1-~ d&ta of 
th~ snconJ irradiat~a rig. How~ver thP following sym-
bols Wt;r" chang,!a: 
1 ) TSAP (N ,M) = TS (N,M) 
2) FLGAP (N,m)= POT (N,M) 
3) R:SS ( :{ 'H) = A (N ,M) 
Compsring th··· two programs list1:)d h<ir,~aftHr one 
can s,:(: that th-' gap ve,lUf\ is omi·ttPd in th~ input 
1lLta of th,-: S!·:con,1 rig b,?caus,: th,, thrf,C capsul 0·:s Wi,-
r· built with an r,qunl nomin::,;.l clc!arancP. 
C 
C ,.. 
" ,.. 
v 
C 
r 
I., 
C 
C 
C 
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ANALISl IRRAGGIAM[NTO CONTATTO 
PP.I~O r.rc 
l[ P~CVE DA 1 ~ 24 SONO LI\ SALITA,DA 25 A 65 ILPLATEAU,DA 66 A 79 
lLA CISC[SA ~J[L 9. DA fl'.) A 92 LA SALIT.~,DA 93 A 114 IL PLAT[AU,.DA 1 
21'_) 1\ 120 LA fllSCCSA NEL C[NTRALE,PRIMO PERIODO.OA 121 A 134 SALITA 
3,UA 135 A 155 PLATEAU,DA 156 A 167 DISCESA DEL SECONDO PERIOCO.DA 
l-. 1f, D A 1 7 5 S A L I T '\ , D :\ 1 7 6 A 1 9 6 P L A .T E A U , D A 1 9 7 A 2 0 5 D I SC E S '/\ T E R Z O P 
5 El-: I OC C 
D l ~-1 U JS I UN TT ( 5 , 3,205) , G /\f' ( 3 ) , TAM H ( 2 1 Q ) , TUC ( 3,206) , TA Q ( 2 1 0 l , TEMP ( 2· 1 
)Ol ,VT(~,~l~l,T~3,21~)~~ELT(3,~1Ql,FI(3t210),QA~MA(3;210),!UCS(3121 
,::. 0 ) , T S ( .) , ~ 1 ~ ) t P •,.; T ( 3 , .:. 1 ,) ) , CO 1·J D ( .J , L 1 0 ) , G I\\... ( 3 , 2 1 v ) , A ( 3, L 1 0 ) , SW ( 3 t 2 1 U ) t 
3GI\CV[ ( 3,? 1()) 
Rt·:AC HJPUT T/\PC '1, 10, TT 
10 FORMAT (5[12.4) 
RE,'\C INPIJT Tl\PE 5,20,GAP 
20 FJR~/\T (~l12.4) 
READ INPUT T'\P[ 5,~0,TAMB 
3 'J r ') R r1 A T ( s [ 1 2 • 1~ ) 
:"<C:AC HJPUT TAPt:: 5,l~O,TUC 
4 0 FORMAT ( 6 E 1 2. Ii ) 
R[AC !~PUT T'\PE 5,~0,TA~ 
50 roR~AT (6:12.4) 
READ !~PUT TAPE 5,55,TEMP 
55 FOR~AT (6FI0.2) 
DO 70 M=1,20S 
DO 6'} \J=l,~ 
VT ( N, r1 ) = ( TT ( 1 , N, .'1) +TT ( 2, N, '1) +TT ( 3, N, ·~) +TT ( 4, N, Ml ) / 4 • 
T ( t\J , r1 ) = 2 Ii .1+ *VT ( N, M ) + 0 • 9 7 6 *TAM 8 ( i"i ) 
D 1· LT ( i'J , ~: ) =VT ( l'J , ;~ l - ) • 0 I~* T '\ Q ( M ) + '). 0 4 * T '\W~ ( M ) 
F l { N , t'. l = 0 • ? ,~*DEL T ( N, M l + 0. 1 C· DEL T ( 'J , M l * * 2. 
F I ( N , ~' ) = 0 • c; * F I ( ~.1 , r1 ) 
6-") c crn I i'~ u c 
70 CONTIN'J[ 
DO 65 K= 1 ,J 
FI(K,29)=FI(K,2A) 
FI (K,3'))-=Fl (K,28) 
FI(!<, 31)=FI (~~,2tll 
DO 61.; J=41,l15 
FI (K, J)=FICK,40) 
6 4 U) \JT I NU c 
FI(K,?~)=FI(K,?2) 
F I ( K, 9 lt) =FI ( V,, 9 2 l 
DU 666 J=] 1J4, 106 
666 FI(K,Jl=FI(K,103) 
FI(K, Vi9l=FI(K,1JfJ) 
65 CONTUJUE 
DO 71 ~=1,:205 
DC 62 "J= 1 , .5 
~A~~A(N,~)=0.1367•Fl(N,M) 
6 6 TU S '.: ( ~J , '.1 ) = TUC ( rJ , rl ) - 4 1 • * F I ( N , M ) 
TS(N,~l=T(N,Ml+4.3•FI(N,M) 
P J T ( r,J , i1 ) = 15. S * F I ( N, tJ ) 
C tJ ·~E: ( N , M l = 11 U "." ( ~! , M l / (TUC S ( N , M ) - T S ( N, M ) ) 
A ( N, ~1) = 1. /r:O~JD ( ;.J, M) 
~~C(N,r1)=~AP(Nl+l.B9E-S•T(N,M)-3.4E-4+3.02E-4•FI(N,M)-9.53E-6•TUC( 
P.J,M) 
77 TX=(TUCS(N,~l+TS(~,M))11-J.5 
73 X~X=S.JSE-7•(TX+~.73E2l••0.824 
77 8 ,:; ~,::. V [ ( N, '1) = I\ (.·~,Ml* XKX 
79 SJ(N,~)=(CACVE(~,~)-GAC(N,M))•l.05 
7 q 5 S ;r/ ( N , ·"' l = ( - S \J ( r J , M ) ) 
6 2 C O ~n I ~JU E 
li''.ITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,RO,M,TCMP(M) 
3 0 F n R ['I, I\ T ( 1 HO , 3 7 X , ] Ii HP RO VA ;\JU M ERO , I 3 , 5 X , 7 H TEMPO , F 8 • 2 , / I I ) 
WRITE OUTPUT T,P~ 6,00 
9 0 F ,) R I~ A T ( 1 h , 1 1 X , 9 6 HF LUSS O !'J [ U T R. r- LUSS O TE R CON!) \J TT GAP 
1 TE~~ CARR T[MP SAP RESIS TERM SWELLING,///) 
<,IT[ ?UTPUT TI\P[ 6,10'.:l,(FJ(N,M),POT(;\J.!.M),_COND(\J,M),GAC(N,M),TUC(N 
1 , .1 l , T ( , J ,Y l , /\ ( N, tA) , S \~ ( I\J, M) , •.:,AC VE ( l'J, ~) , ~i - l , .3 ) 
1 0 () F r J R r) ,\ T ( · 1 h , 1 T X , 9 E 1 2 • 4 ) 
h'.'.IT[ OUTPUT T/\PC 6,201) 
200 FORl','\T ( 1H ,6X,6HMV SAP, 17X,3HGAP, 11X, ~HTUC,6X,4HTAMB,7X,3HTA~,6X, 
14t1TU~P///) . 
ifl I r E OU T P IJ T T I\ P t: 6 , 1 i) 1 , (( TT ( I , N , ~1 ) , I = 1 , 5 ) , GA P ( N ) , TUC { N , M l , TAM B ( M ) 
1,TA~(~),TEMP(M),N=l,3) 
l O 1 F Or:'," t\ T ( 1 H , SF 5. 2, E: 12. 'h 4 F 10. 2 ) 
11 cmn r:wE 
Ct,LL CXIT 
c~s,1 ,o,0,a,1,0,0,o,n,o,s,o,a,o,oi 
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::;c::c~JCO P. IG 
C lLE PROV[ DA 1 A 19 SONO LA SALITA,DA 19 A 63 IL PLATEAU,DA 63 A 72 
C 2 LA CISC[SA DEL PRIMO PCRIOJO LE PROVE DA 73 A 76 SCNC LA PRIMA SA 
C 3LITA,U/\ 77 A 94 LA S(CONDA SALITA,DA 94 A 123 IL PLATEAU,DA 123 A 
C 4142 LA DISClSA DEL SECONDO PERIODO 
C D I r-., E N S I O ~J f T ( 4 , _1 , l 4 2 ) , T /\ >1 H ( l l~ 4 ) , TUC ( 3 , l 4 2 ) , T A Q ( 1 4 4 ) , V T ( 3 , 1 4 4 ) , T ( 3 , 
1 1 4 I+ l , F I ( 3 1 1 4 >+ l , G /\ t' M 1\ ( .:5 , 1 4 4 ) , T UC S ( 3 , 1 4 It ) , T S A P ( 3 , 1 4 4 ) , F L :; I\ P ( 3 , 1 4 4 ) , C 2 0 ND ( 3 , 11~ 4 J , RES ( 3, 1 4 4 l , 0 AC ( 3, 1 4 4 l , S ·,-4 ( 3 , 1 4 l~ l , TEMP ( 1 4 4 ) , iJ F.: LT ( 3 , 1 4 4 ) , G 
3ACVE(3,l1+4l 
l'\EI\C INPUT TAPE 5,lC,TT 
10 FOR~AT (4[12.4) 
R[AO INPUT TAPE 5,20,TAMB 
20 FOR~AT (6[12.4) 
r~AC INPUT TAP[ 5,3C,TUC 
30 FORMAT (~E12.4) 
RCI\C INPUT T/\rE 5,1+0,TAQ 
40 FOR~AT (6[12.4) 
R[AC INDUT TAP[ 5,41,TEMP 
>1 1 F O PY I\ T ( 6 F 1 0. 2 l 
DO '.jO M=1,lli2 
42 :)0 60 N=l,.5 VT ( r,, 11 l = ( TT ( 1 , t J, ~' l +TT ( 2, N, M l +TT ( 3, N, M) +TT ( 4, ~J, M l ) / 4. 
44 T(N,M)=24.4*VT(N,M)+0.976•TAMB(M) 
DCLT(N,r1l=VT(N,M)-4.E-2*TAQ(M)+4.E-2•TAMB(M) 
F [ ( N, t') = Q. 711 *DEL T ( ,\J, M) + 0. 1 *DEL T ( N, M l * * 2. 
45 FltN,~)=0.S•FltN,M) 
60 corn HlUE 
50 CONTif'JIJE 
DO 70 :-.1=1,142 
62 CO 81) N=lj3 GA~~/\(~,~ =l.367E-l*FI(N,M) 
611 TUC S ( ~J, M) =TUC ( N, ~1)-41. *FI ( N, M) 
T SI\ P ( fJ, M ) = T UI, ~1) + 4. 3 *FI ( N, M) 
66 FLGAP(N,r)=15.S*FI(N,M) CONDCN,M)=FLCAP(N,M)/(TUCS(N,Ml-TSAP(N,M)) 
68 R[S(N,Ml=l./COND<N,~) GAC(N,Ml=l.5[-3+1.U9E-S*T(N,Ml-3.4E-4+3.02E-4*Fl(N,Ml-9.53E~6•TUC( 
l ~' !'A ) 77 TX=(TUCS(N,Ml+TSAP(N,M))*0•5 
78 XKX=5.35E-7•(TX+2.73E21•*0.824 
778 GACVE(N,M)=RES(N,M)•XKX 
79 SW(N,~)=(GACV[(N,M)-GAC(N,Ml)*l•05 
7 9 5 s w t i\J , r· l = ( - s vJ t N , r1 > > 
so :o!\JTirwE WRIT[ OUTPUT TAPE 6,ff5,M,T[MP(M) 
85 FO!H'AT ( 1H0,37X,14HPr.OVA NUMERO ,I3,5X,7HTEMP0 ,F8.2,///) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE b,70 90 FORfv'/\T ( 11-' , 11X,06HFLUSS0 NEUTf.', FLUSSO TE~ CONDUTT GAP 
1 TEMr CAP-n TEMP SAP RESIS TERM SWELLING,///) . 
WRIT[ OUTPUT TA?E 6,100,(Fl(N,M),FLGAP(N,M),CONO(N,Ml,GAC{N,Ml,TUC 
l ( ~J , t' l , T ( 1,J , :~ l , ~~ [ S ( ~~ , M ) , SW ( N, M l , GA CV E ( N, \1 l , N = l , 3 ) 
100 FOR~AT ( lh ,11X,9El2.4) 
W~ITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,20D 
200 FOR~1AT ( 1H ,6X,6t!MV SAP,14X,31-1TUC,6X,4HTAMB,7X,3HTAQ,6X,4HTEMP///l 
W2IT[ OUTPUT TAPE 6,lGl,l(TT(l,N,Ml,1=1,4),TUC(N,Ml,TAMB(M),TAQ(M) 
1 , T [ ~· P ( :· l , ~. = 1 , 3 ) 
101 FOP.t-'AT ( lh ,>iF5.2,4F10.2l 
7f' CO:JT I NUE 
CALL [XIT ENot1,o,0,n,~,o,0,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,oi 
' 
r 
0 
r1 
r'"' c. 
r.., 
j p 
s 
ex. 
0 
ex. 
2 
o<... 
3 
C 
0 
fi' 
-2 
1i' 
-3 
~ 
~ 
~1 
0 
& 
2 
< 
ri, 
C 
T 
0 
T1 
T2 
T 3 
'T 
t 
rn 
l_ 
r 
T 
w 
.OT 
0 
UC pell:,t radius 
SAP inn,~t" radius 
SAP outf,r rsdius 
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SS c ont1:-1 in:- r innt,r rt:di u.3 
SS cont8in~r thickness 
SAP 
" 
SS II 
SAP " " 
SS II " 
Poisr,on' s 
SAP " 
UC density 
SAP II 
ra Lio 
" 
" 
II 
UC centr~ tempera tur:-:: 
UC surfac1c' II 
" 
" 
SAP inn2r surface temperature 
SAP out,~r " " 
SS inn,-,r " " 
SAP mean tPmperature 
UCT -SAP, mean surface tAmp~rature 0 
room tAmp0ratur~ 
inlet temperaturd of heavy wa-
tt,mp,~raturt-: differ,~ncr; b,'; tween 
csntrH and surface of UC pellet 
- 0.953 cm 
0. 958 cm 
- 2.465 cm 
- 2.464 cm 
0.088 cm 
-6 / ~ i Ox 1 0 1 ° C r r' r • 
( 13) 
- 21.5x106/ 0 c r,,f. 
( 14) 
- 14.5x1o-6/ 0 c 
6 2 2.2x10 kg/cm 
ref.(13) 
6 2 0. 6x10 kg/cm 
r,-.,f.(14) 
- 2x106kg/cm2 
- 0.3 
- 0 • 4 r ,; f • ( 1 5 ) 
- 13. 4 gr/ c:m3 
rf-:f.(13) 
- 2.8 gr/cm3 
r,-:f. ( 14) 
oc 
oc 
oc 
- oc 
- oc 
- oc 
Q('I 
- V 
- oc 
- oc 
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- cm 
e - raJial ~Rformation of UC p~llAt-
o 
('I 
,_; 1 
I 
p 
:.) 
I. 
Q 
" " 
of SAP inn,rr surfi'ice 
" " 
of SAP ouL~c su.cfacf; 
" " 
of SS inn~, r surface 
to SAP-SS c o:ntain,~r in-
n:':U tr:-Jn flux 
pow,:r gt! n,, ea L 1. <X:1 L n thr; UC 
lin~ar h~at rating for UC 
kg/crn2 
2 
- n/cm St.!C 
Wntt/cm3 
- Watt/cm 
Pot r - gr.,:,mma ht':a t;ing - Watt/gr 
. I 2 
- Watt cm F - hnat flux at UC surface 
U - con tac I; oc g,~~p tlv.rm2l conductan-
'.~/.-, t t/"'m2 0 ,, 
a 
K 
0 
C 
0 
8" 
- ~ 1,.,...,., ........ \J 
- contact or gap tl'Hrmal r,C'!Sisr.ance-cm
20c/Watt 
- UC th,-:rmc:il conductivity - Watt/cm°C r~f. 
- SAP th,:,rma 1 conduc ti vi ty 
- X(0 non gas t;hnrmal conductivity 
- ari U11n,~ tic~ r:'lt·&n of SA? readings 
(13) 
- Watt/cmoc ref. 
( 16) 
- Watt/cm°C ref. 
(17) 
1 1' • 
i' (·~ .L l-
fY = A+B+C+D mV 
4 
- sh(-.,).th-h, avy t(~mp~raturf~ drop wa-
tr>,r dt:!fined by 
• 
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A1)p: n,; i.x I'i/ 
Physi,);:t l c: 0112 l; •. ,n :; :=: in th·: _sarse_l:_computati ons 
= Gas 'T'hr rmrs.l c on,1.uc ti vi t.y 
Kf _i:: 9.7x10.) 
= Sum of ,112.x. :nicr:Jroughnt':ssr)s 
= Prollet radius 
d 
r 
0 
_, 
1 • Sx 1 o .) 
UC 
1. 5 
UC 
13.4 
= Av _r-:J 6 . fu,.l :'ht,r!ll"Jl conr~uc tivity 
UC 
Kp 
= Fu,:l 'Thc:rmo.l ."xpansio:n :..::n,::f:ficifC:nt 
o<. 
UC 
_t:: 
1 0 .) 
v p = v C = 0.3 
0.5 
1 o. 2 
uo2 
0.03 
Heliurn 
2.5x10-3 W/cm°C 
cm 
cm 
cm 
g/cm3 
Q.-'l-1 
V 
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= Fur: 1 Young' e mo.lulus 
TJ8 qr) l,' 2 
Ep 
I" 
2x10° 2x10
6 
= l;!ir:rohar:1n,-,ss at operating tP.mp2ratur2 
SAP 
H 3,210 
i.VIAGNOX 
1,050 
= Glsd 'rhermal conductivity 
K 
C 
SAP 
1.7 
:-JIAGNOX 
1. 25 
ZRY2 
2,900 
ZRY2 
0.17 
= Clad '1:hf,rrnal , xpaneion coi=:fficient 
ZRY2 
2 Kg/cm 
S.S. 
5,400 
S.S. 
0.16 
S.S. 
Kg/cm2 
W/cm°C 
SAP l'iIAGNOX 
<X. 
_c:: 2.6x10-:-5 -5 1.5x10-5 oc-1 2x 1 0 .) 1.17x10 
C 
= Clad Young'e :modulus 
SAI' ,\:AGNOX ZRY2 S.S. 
·;1 5x1 o5 1. 4x 1 o5 6.44x10
5 6 2 1.45x10 kg/cm 
H 
_1_1 
C 
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